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An exploratory analysis of misconduct discharges within
the Radioman rate was conducted to determine whether these
individuals constituted a potential threat to the security
of classified information. Two aspects of personnel
security examined were pre—service screening procedures and
command administrative processes.
It was concluded that ASVAB scores and AFQT percentiles
were not good predictors of security risks. Pre—service
moral character behaviors and in—service interviews did
indicate something about an individual's attitude toward
rules and regulations. There appeared to be some
inconsistency in the application of moral waiver standards.
The administrative separation process is deliberate and
structured. Commands that provided succinct and accurate
recommendations for separation were responded to in a more
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I - INTRODUCTION
A. PURPOSE
The purpose o-f this thesis is to conduct an exploratory
analysis o-f misconduct discharges within the Radioman rate
in a three year period to determine whether these individu-
als constituted a potential threat to the security o-f
classi-fied i n-f ormat i on. Two aspects o-f personnel security
srE! examined, pre—service screening procedures and Command
administrative processes applied to individuals who exhibit
misconduct behavior.
B. OVERVIEW
Misconduct separation was chosen because it o-f-fered a.
diversity o-f reasons -for discharge, compared to homo-
sexuality, court—martial , or character behavioral disorders,
which have spec i -fie procedures and automatically require
=eparat i on
.
Areas examined in pre—service screening include oral and
written interview procedures associated with the Armed
-orces application process, Entrance National Agency Checks,
Personnel Security Questionnaires and moral waivers. The
administrative process includes: (1) defining what actions
constitute misconduct behavior, (2) enlisted administrative
separation procedures, and (3) command responsibilities .in
the discharge process.
iderstand misconduct and its potential effect on
framework o-f the system must be established.
Examining pre-service administrative processes will
enlighten the reader to the screening process employed in
selecting individuals tor the Radioman rate.
In cases where a pattern o-f misconduct is substantiated
by evidence, an understanding o-f the -fundamental
administrative processes will show legal steps available to
the command -for separating the service member -from
classified information.
The design of the thesis research is to demonstrate
that present methods of protecting classified information
are consistent with the objectives of the Department of the
Navy's Information and Personnel Security Program, are
functionally adequate and are effective if properly
administered. The importance of the research is to show
that, in spite of recent reports of public disclosures of
classified information and espionage, the methodology of
selecting individuals for positions of trust and
responsibility is basically sound and confidence in the
process should be maintained.
C. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE THESIS
Responding to a series of recent disclosures of
classified information to foreign governments. Secretary of
Defense Casper Weinberger established the Department of
9
Defense (DoD) Security Review Commission (often referred to
as the Stilwell Commission). The purpose o-F the Stilwell
Commission was to:
Conduct a review and evaluation o-f DoD security policies
and procedures and identi-fy any systematic vulnera-
bilities or weaknesses in DoD security programs
including an analysis o-f lessons learned -from incidents
which have occurred recently, and make recommendations
•for change, as appropriate. (Stilwell, 1985, p. 1)
This commission took under its purview virtually every
aspect o-f security, -from procedures used to grant clearances
through the system o-f document classi-f i cation. The
Commission -found that current procedures are adequate to
accomplish the objective o-f protecting classified documents
-from unauthorized individuals, while noting that attention
to those procedures could be improved.
The Stilwell Commission, in its investigation o-f DoD
policy and procedures, charged "the professionalism of
security personnel must be enhanced" (Stilwell, 1985, p.
12). The Commission found DoD lacking prescribed minimal
levels of training for security personnel. In most cases,
training is narrow in scope, inadequate and not mandatory.
Because of the very nature of security and what it
encompasses, many of the individuals performing security
duties do not appreciate nor understand the full implication
of the program they are/were responsible for administering.
The Stilwell Commission recommended DoD "establish training
standards, direct development of basic courses of
10
instruction -for the several security disciplines and
prescribe requirements for certification" (Stilwell, 1985,
f • *° *
The security and protection o-f classified information is
the responsibility of each individual who has a clearance.
This cannot be underscored enough. A key to substantial
improvement in our security posture is continuing attention
to the administration of existing programs.
D. OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS
The principal focus of this paper lies in two areas.
First, given the present selection process, are pre-service
screening procedures consistent with the Department of
Defense and the Department of the Navy's objectives in
protecting classified information? Second, are present
administrative processes inadequate or too detailed and
complex and therefore indirectly contributing to the
potential compromise of information? Current regulations,
directives and literature were reviewed in an attempt to
answer these questions.
E. DEFINITION OF TERMS
Some of the frequently used terms in this thesis are
defined in this section.
1. Access: The ability and opportunity to obtain
knowledge or possession of classified information.
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2. AFQT: Armed Forces Qualification Test. Consisting
otF verbal and mathematical subtests -from the ASVAB.
The test score is used in determining qualification
•for the Armed Forces. The AFQT yields 5 categories
representing ability levels indicative of success in
military training.
3. ASVAB: Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery.
The ASVAB is a set of short, relatively homogeneous
ability tests designed to be used for two broad
applications: (1) selection and classification of
applicants for military enlistment, and (2) voca-
tional guidance in high schools.
4. Classi f ied Information: Official information which
has o"een determined" to require, in the interest of
national security, protection against disclosure and
which has been so designated.
5. Clearance: An administrative determination by com
petent authority that an individual is eligible for
access to classified information of a specific
classification category.
mpromise : A security violation which has resulted
In confirmed or suspected exposure of classified
information or material to an unauthorized person.
7. First Term Enlisted: An individual who is serving on
Ah initial contract in the regular Navy. This
includes personnel with prior active service in other
Services, in the Naval Reserve or as a USN-Selectee.
8. Misconduct: A pattern of minor violations of the
OCFTT, or involvement in incidents of a discreditable
nature with civil and/or Naval authorities, or a
pattern of dishonorable failure to pay just debts or
provide adequate support to dependents.
9. Moral ^Standards: These- are categories of character
standards empToyed by all services for the purpose of
determining whether certain patterns of past behavior
render an individual eligible or ineligible for
enlistment. The specific patterns of offenses for
which each type of moral waiver may be given vary
across Services.
10. Personnel Security Clearance: An administrative
cTetermi nation! By competent authority that an
individual is eligible for access to classified
information of a specific classification category.
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11. Secret: The second highest level o-f classification,
applied only to that information or material of which
unauthorized disclosure could result in serious
damage to the United States, its diplomatic,
military, and intelligence efforts.
12. Security : A protected condition of classified in-
formation which prevents unauthorized persons from
obtaining information of direct or indirect military
val ue.
13. Tor Secret : The highest level of classification
applied only to that information or material of which
unauthorized disclosure could result in exceptionally
grave damage to the United States, its diplomatic,
military, and intelligence efforts.
1 4
.
Non—Judici al Pun i shmen t : The i mpos i t i on of
disciplinary punishment for a minor offense without
the intervention of a court martial. Discipline may
be in conjunction with or in lieu of administering




Chapter I provides a brief overview of the thesis, the
purpose of the study, a general description and definitions
of some of the key terms found throughout the thesis.
Chapter II briefly describes some of the pertinent
literature on the subject, and provides background
information on service accession screening. Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery tests, screening procedures and
describes the administrative separation process. A basic
description of the data base, data collection and
methodology applied in case analysis is provided in Chapter
III. Chapter IV contains the results and analysis of the




AS'vAB, AFQT, moral waivers, and administrative separation.
Conclusions o-f the study and recommendations Are provided in
Chapter V.
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1 1 - LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND
A. OVERVIEW
The -fundamental policy o-f the personnel security program
applies primarily to eligibility -for access to classified
information or assignment to sensitive duties that ^re
subject to investigation under the provisions o-f OPNAVINST
5510.16, "The Department o-f the Navy Information and
Personnel Security Program Regulation." The regulation's
basic policy states:
No person will be given access to classified information
or be assigned to sensitive duties unless a favorable
determination has been made of his or her loyalty,
reliability, trustworthiness, and judgments. The
initial determination will be based on a personnel
security investigation (PSI) appropriate to the access
required or to other considerations of the sensitivity
of the duties assigned. (OPNAVINST 5510.16, 1984, p. 21-
I)
A very important part of the eligibility process is the
screening mechanisms potential candidates must satisfy. The
process of selecting the individual who best meets the needs
of the Navy and at the same time fulfills the obligations
required to be a Radioman is lengthy and thorough.
Because the military functions with a human commodity,
no amount of screening can prevent boredom, peer pressure,
or lack of job satisfaction. When the individual becomes
disillusioned or loses a sense of priorities, sooner or
later a clash between the individual's own prerogative and
the military's established sense o-f order is bound to occur.
Thus, equally important to the screening and selection
process, is the administration process -for separation due to
misconduct. Habitual patterns o-f misconduct not only
contribute to the disruption o-f normal -functions, but i -f
allowed to continue unabated could jeopardize the security
o-f classi-fied information.
B. PURPOSE
This study was undertaken to explore two hypotheses:
-first, to analyze present screening methods -for the Radioman
rate to determine i-f procedures are adequate; and second, to
examine the administrative separation process to determine
i-f the system too lenient. Either o-f these -factors could
lead to problems in personnel security.
C. LITERATURE REVIEW
The St il well Commission expressed concern about the
e-f-ficacy o-f the adjudication process in its present modus
operandi. In its report to the Secretary o-f Defense, the
Commission stated in part:
The denial rate is low throughout the DOD but none-
theless varies widely among the military depart-
ments. ... Although adjudication is the -final step
in determining eligibility -for access to classi-fied
information, such decisions are made on the basis o-f
vague criteria, and many adjudications are inadequately
trained. As a result, it is possible to reach different
16
adjudicative determinations in applying the same guide-
lines to a given set of investigative -findings.
(Stilwell, 1985, p. 10)
This finding, in essence, summarized the problems o-f
screening selection, moral standards and remedial
alternatives -for violations o-f security rules. Recent
unauthorized disclosures o-f classified material by present
and -former Radiomen suggested a research o-f the rate and how
individuals could a-f-fect security.
A thorough search o-f the Department o-f the Navy's
current instructions and regulations -for information
pertaining to selection and adjudication for the Radioman
rate produced limited results. Two principal documents
reviewed that did discuss personnel security included the
Naval Military Personnel Manual (NMPM) and OPNAVINST
5510. 16, "The Department of the Navy Information and
Personnel Security Program Regulation." In addition,
official documentation in each file cited instructions and
regulations as a point of reference. These references were
examined for applicability to the case and served as a
learning source with respect the way the military structure
is organized to handle misconduct.
A literature review of moral standards and waivers was
conducted to determine what criteria are applied to screen
individuals for acceptance or rejection from admission into
military service. This provided a -better understanding of
the individual cases, and development of character profiles.
From the ideas expressed in the Commission's report it
appeared there were two critical areas o-f personnel security
that should be examined: the screening selection process and
the administrative separation process o-f individuals
considered security risks by reason o-f misconduct.
D . BACKGROUND
1 - Service Accession Sc reen ing
The principal objective o-f personnel security
determination is to ensure that:
The loyalty, reliability, judgment, and trustworthiness
o-f those with access to classi-fied information or those
assigned to sensitive duties are such that entrusting
them with classi-fied information or assigning them to
sensitive duties is clearly consistent with the
interest o-f National security. (OPNAVINST 5510.16,
19S4, p. 22-1)
A very important part o-f the determination process
is the screening mechanisms employed to identify potential
candidates whose personal background is inconsistent with
the objectives of the program. First—term enlistees will,
under normal circumstances, be required to participate in a
combination of oral and written interview sessions. The
sessions are conducted at Military Entrance Processing
Stations (MEPS) and the Basic Recruit Training Centers, at
Orlando, Florida, Great Lakes, Illinois, and San Diego,
Cal if ornia.
The oral and written questions are intended to cover
every aspect of an individual's history, with emphasis on
18
involvement with civilian law enforcement and drug abuse.
Every effort is made to ensure that only qualified
individuals are granted access to classified material and
positions of trust.
The screening process begins at the recruiting
station. Every applicant for the Armed Forces must, as part
of the screening process, take a written examination to
determine mental qualification (ASVAB) . If the applicant is
successful, the next step required is to fill out a six page
form, "The Record of Military Processing—Armed Forces of
the United States (DD 1966)". Appendix A contains an
example of the forms.
In addition to the DD 1966 the applicant will fill
out a detailed Statement of Personnel History (SPH) or
Personnel Security Questionnaire (PSQ) , and be interviewed
by a qualified interviewer at a MEPS.
Later, when the individual is at basic training,
many of the same questions are asked again as the
prospective radioman completes a detailed SPH/PSQ as a
prerequisite for a Background Investigation (BI). The
reason for this repeti ti veness is because the time between
the initial application at the MEPS and the completion of
the SPH/PSQ at basic training can be as short as one month
or more than one year, if the individual is in the Delayed
Entry Program. In addition, the screening process is
intentionally redundant. Additional precautions have been
incorporated into the security program to ensure candidates
are consistent in their responses throughout the screening
process. Deviations and inconsistency may provide an
important clue to the individual's loyalty, reliability,
trustworthiness and judgment.
As the -first step in the screening process, the
applicant is required to take a written examination called
the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). It
is a set o-f short, relatively homogeneous aptitude tests.
The tests results are used to:
1. Determine the suitability and eligibility o-f
individuals -for enlistment in the armed services, and
2. Provide individual aptitude data as a basis -for
military training and job classi-f ication.
During the time-frame o-f this study, there were two
versions of ASVAB tests in use. The student test, ASVAB-5,
was designed to be offered in a testing program for high
schools and community colleges. Results of the test
provided recruiters with prospective leads for later contact
and career guidance. Because the testing environment was
generally less than optimal (i.e. school auditorium or
cafeteria), test scores were not necessarily an accurate
indicator of an individual's abilities. The production
tests, ASVAB-6 through 10, were administered by MEPS
civilian or military testers in a controlled environment.
According to the ASVAB Test Manual (DoD 1304. 12AA)
of 1 July 1984, ASVAB Porms 5, 6, and 7 were introduced to
provide some measure of testing standardization and replace
the service-unique classification batteries administered
be+ore entry into basic training- ASVAB Forms 6 and 7 were
implemented in the MEPS in January 1976 and Form 5 was
introduced into the high school program in July 1976 (ASVAB
Test Manual, 1984, p. 4). In 1980, ASVAB Forms 8, 9, and 10
were introduced as replacements -for Tests 6 and 7 as
military selection and classification measures. Forms 8, 9,
and 10 were designed to be more accurate at lower levels o-f
ability than were the predecessor tests. They provided a
broader measure of verbal skill than did the earlier forms.
All versions of the ASVAB 's found in this study were
scheduled for replacement by newer versions in 1984. The
composition of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery Forms in use between 1976-1984 is shown in Figure 1.
Verbal and numerical test scores are used to compute
an Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) percentile score.
The AFQT percentile score is used by all Services as an
indicator of general trainabi 1 i ty. The composite score
contains measures of numeric, verbal, and reasoning factors,
as well as, a measure of reading ability. A score of 50 is
considered average (percentile scale based upon a normal
statistical curve). The Armed Forces Qualification Test
Profile, Figure 2, describes the relationship between AFQT
categories and overall ability. Because the AFQT score
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AFQT CATEGORIES OVERALL ABILITY
93 - I Very High
65 - 92 II High
50 - 64 IIIA High Average
31 - 49 IIIB Low Average
10 - 30 IV Low
1 - 9 V Not Qualified
ASVAB TESTS USED FOR AFQT SCORES











Armed Forces Qual i-Fi cation Test (AFQT) Pro-file
SOURCE: ASVAB TEST MANUAL (DOD 1304. 12AA) , 1 JULY 1984
At the time the Record of Military Processing is
being completed, three additional -forms require completion,
They include a USN Alcohol and Drug Abuse Screening
Certificate, a Drug and Alcohol Abuse Statement of
Understanding, and a Police Record check.
The USN Alcohol and Drug Abuse Screening Certi -f icate
(called Anne;; A to DD Form 1966 and re-f erred to as
Certificate) is designed to obtain information which is used
to determine enlistment and program eligibility. An example
o-f this -form can be -found in Appendix B. The Certificate
provides a series o-f de-fi nit ions relating to alcohol use,
drugs and stimulants. The applicant reads each question,
looks at the appropriate de-finition relating to the question
and initials the applicable "yes" or "no" answer.
One aspect worth noting is that some forms o-f pre-
service drug abuse (use) may be waiverable. The decision to
grant a waiver will normally be made at the Recruiting Area
headquarters. In some instances, the decision may be
deferred to the Commander, Naval Recruiting Command. A
significant input into that decision is the recruiter's
recommendation. This is a single—page form requesting an
enlistment eligibility waiver. An example of this form is
contained in Appendix C.
The Drug and Alcohol Abuse Statement of
Understanding (OPNAV 5350/1) found in Appendix D is designed
for first—term enlistees and ex—servicemen reenli sting. The
content of the form is different from the Certificate.
Whereas the Certificate is designed to determine the extent
of use and kinds of drugs used, the Statement of
Understanding stresses the responsibility of drug abuse
<use> and the Navy's policy o-f zero-tolerance.
The third document is the Police Record Check (DD
369). This document is used to gather information -from an
individual's police or juvenile record, including minor
traffic violations and lets the MEPS know if the applicant
is undergoing court action of any kind or has any
outstanding warrants. Appendix E provides an example of the
document. Police Record Checks Are mailed to police,
sheriff, highway patrol departments, and to county court
records archives where the applicant listed previous
residences in the Record of Military Processing. There is a
mandatory 14-day waiting period before an individual can be
sent to basic training. In most cases, the individual is in
the Delayed Entry Program so the 14—day period is not
appl icable.
Occasionally an applicant is accepted for direct
entry. In this case, the 14-day waiting period would be in
effect. If no reply is received within 14 days, the
individual is shipped to basic training.
It was learned that in some instances, the law
enforcement and court records of individuals ^re
inaccessible and would be made available in special
circumstances. Several counties and States have laws
restricting or prohibiting access to an individual's record
unless the individual is applying for a civilian or military
position in law enforcement. The problem of access to such
records goes beyond just the recruiting station level.
Defense Investigative Service (DIS) investigators doing
background investigations for the Department of the Navy,
generally receive excellent cooperation both from official
and private sources of information. There is a long-
standing problem, however, with several states and local
jurisdictions that refuse to provide DIS with certain
criminal history information concerning the subjects of
background investigations. The St il well Commission
recognized this problem and commented:
Frequently these problems arise from state or local law,
or the interpretations of such law made by local
authorities, precluding the release of criminal history
data which did not result in convictions. .. even though
the subject consented to the release of such data.
Where this problem exists, DoD is forced to determine
the clearance without benefit of potentially
significant criminal history data. (Stilwell, 1985,
p . 33
)
Because of this anomaly, recruiters, DIS
investigators and recruiting interviewers Are obliged to pay
special attention to the applicant's written and oral
responses.
As part of the investigative process, an Entrance
National Agency Check (ENTNAC) is initiated on first-term
enlistees at the MEPS. The primary objective of the ENTNAC
is to determine suitability for entry into the service.
If the ENTNAC is favorably completed and evaluated
and the member is a candidate for access, a Record of
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Clearance is completed and a clearance is issued at the
highest level the investigation and adjudication o-f the case
permit. I-f the ENTNAC results cannot be -favorably
evaluated, the case is returned to the originating command
or DIS -for -further investigation. The Bureau o-f Naval
Personnel (SUPERS) basic policy on ENTNACs states:
Clearances are not issued or denied in the case o-f
-first-term enlistees until /unless they are actually
candidates -for access. I-f in-formation is developed
during the ENTNAC process that currently does not
permit making a -favorable determination, a decision
concerning clearance eligibility can usually be
delayed pending -further observation and evaluation
o-f service performance. A page 13 entry will have
less stigma than an out—right clearance denial on a
new recruit who has not had an opportunity to prove
himsel-f or herself in the military. (BUPERS Notice
5521. 1930, p. 1)
Each successive investigation builds upon the
results o-f the previous one. Thus, the ENTNAC is an
integral part o-f the Background Investigation and/or the
Special Background Investigation. At no time in the process
does the report constitute a granting or denial o-f a
clearance. Adjudication (-for radiomen) is determined at the
Naval Military Personnel Command.
From Table I, Personnel Security Investigations, one
can begin to appreciate the complexity o-f the investigation
process. Completion time varies as the level o-f
investigation rises. Generally, investigations take 30 to
45 days to complete, however, they may last longer depending
upon circumstances in the case.
TABLE I.
FERSONNEL SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS
National Agency Check (NAC) [CONFIDENTIAL and SECRET]
FBI Main -file
Criminal Investigation Division -file
Defense Central Index o-f Investigations (DCII) Cindex
o-f all 22 million investigative -files held by DoDD
Other -federal agencies as appropriate








Local criminal justice records
[Covers the last 5 years, or since 18th birthday, if
shorter]
I nterview Oriented Background Investigat i on (IB I) CTOP








Selected scoping as required
SOURCE: THOMAS O'BRIEN, DIRECTOR, DIS FROK A PREPARED SPEECH BEFORE A SUBCOMMITTEE ON
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, 99TH CONG.
,
1ST SESS. , 1985.
The final phase of the selection screen for the
prospective radioman is an interview conducted at basic
training. Each Radioman recruit is first required to
complete a Statement of Personal History (SPH) or Personnel
Security Questionnaire (PSQ) (DD 390). An example of the
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DoD Personnel Security Questionnaire is contained in
Appendix F. This procedure is similar to the process
conducted at the MEPS. Prior to the interview the Command
Security Manager will conduct a local records check to
include personnel, base/military police, medical and
security -files for any un-favorable in-f ormation. At the
interview, the Record o-f Military Processing -forms, the
Certi-f icate, the Statement o-f Understanding and Police
Record Check (s), is available, plus the results o-f the local
records check ^r& then reviewed with the applicant to ensure
completeness and BLCcmracy. Particular emphasis is placed on
drug and alcohol abuse (use), civil misdemeanor arrests and
convictions in which a penalty was involved. Inconsis-
tencies Are probed and corrected. Major discrepancies such
as dates, -former residences, or pol ice/juveni le records not
previously disclosed by the applicant are noted -for
resolution. When the interviewer is satis-fied, the Command
Security Manager will then prepare a Request -for Personnel
Security Investigation (PSD (DD 1879) and submit it to DIS.
This particular -form constitutes the cover letter -for the
impending BI. Appendix G provides an example o-f the Request
for Personnel Security Investigation.
The PSI and copies o-f the interview session are then
sent to the nearest DIS -field o-f-fice. At this point, the
field investigations -for the BI begin. Figure 3 summarizes
PHASE ONE: INITIAL SCREEN















First Term Enlistment Screening Phases
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the First-term Enlistment Screening Phase of the screening
selection process.
Individuals are conditionally accepted into the
Radioman rate pending completion of a BI. The BI is a
prerequisite to a top secret clearance. Each prospective
Radioman must be eligible -for a top secret clearance. Every
individual in this study received a BI as prescribed by
DPNAVINST 5510.16. All investigations were conducted by DIS
agents. Cases -for which there are no questions or
challenges are approved on the merits o-f the investigation
and assigned a code o-f 1A1. Only in two instances did
individuals not receive a top secret clearance after being
awarded a 1A1 code by the adjudicator. The reason -for this
is not clear. Both applicants received -favorable ENTNAC
reports, and passed their personal interview with a DIS
agent. Background cases requiring additional investigation
because o-f suspicious or questionable information are marked
with an appropriate code. Two such cases were uncovered
during analysis. Both cases were assigned the code 1N3,
indicating pre—service derogatory information existed. The
details of these two cases will be explained in Chapter IV.
All of the Services set moral character standards
for enlistment. These standards deal primarily with
commission of criminal offenses, sexual conduct and drug
abuse. For the purpose of this study behavioral patterns
and moral standards were considered interchangeable.
_•
1
Moral standards establish the -foundation for
enlistment, -from the application and interview process to
the moral waivers and -finally the adjudication process -for
clearances. The significance o-f moral standards can be
summed up as -follows:
At a time when the costs o-f selecting, training and
equipping new recruits is extremely high, it is
important to try to minimize the enlistment o-f
accessions who will -fail to complete their -first
term. (Means, 1983, p. ii)
Presently the Navy recognizes eight categories o-f
waivers. These waivers are also recognized on a DoD-wide
basi s:
1. Minor tra-f-fic offenses.
One or two minor non-traffic offenses (e.g. disturbing
peace)
,
Three or more minor non—traffic offenses.
Nan—minor misdemeanors (e.g. indecent exposure).
Juvenile felonies,
6. Adult felonies,
7. Prefervice drug abuse,
Preservice alcohol abuse,
Applicants must be granted authorization to enlist
prior to receiving the oath of enlistment. Before such
authorization is granted, information about an applicant's
past behavior (for the moral character determination) is
first obtained through the recruiter-applicant interview.
Further information is provided on the enlistment
application, the Certi -f icati on and the Statement o-f
Understanding. Serious derogatory in-formation means
processing o-f the applicant is held in abeyance until a
police record check is completed. In a study on Moral
Standards -for Enlistment, Means reported:
Certain patterns o-f past behavior will render an
individual ineligible -for service; other patterns
deemed less serious, do not eliminate an applicant,
but require individual review and the granting o-f a
moral waiver (Means, 1983, p. v.).
Moral waiver requests are initiated at the
recruiting station and then proceed up through the various
levels o-f the recruiting hierarchy. The authority to
approve moral waiver requests is delegated to varying levels
in the Service chain o-f command, depending upon the
seriousness o-f the o-f -f ense <s) . At these levels the request
is either turned down or a recommendation is made to grant
the waiver.
In general, higher levels o-f authority are required to
grant waivers -for more serious offenses or -for -frequent
o-f -fenders. These waivers are accordingly more expensive
to process, but they are also less -frequently requested.
(Means, 19S3, p. 11)
When su-f-ficient in-formation has been collected, a
waiver request is submitted -from the recruiting station up
to the appropriate level o-f the recruiting command. The
moral waiver review hierarchy is shown in Figure 4.
RECRUITING COMMAND
Commander , Naval Recrui t Command
RECRUITING AREA







horal Waiver Review Level
SOURCE: HEANS. MORAL STANDARDS F OR HI LI TAR Y ENLISTMENT:
SCREENING PROCEDURES AND WPAtXT HUHRRO. 198:
Waivers need to be reviewed by each interviewing
level and a recommendation written -for the relevant
approving authority. The Commander, Naval Recruiting
Command approves or disapproves all -felony waiver requests
(adult or juvenile). The Recruiting Area Commander deals
with waiver requests -for two nonminor misdemeanors. All
other moral waiver requests are dealt with at the recruiting
district level. Table II provides an overview o-f the Moral
Standards presently recognized within the Navy recruiting
process, and the level o-f Waiver Authority -for certain
behavior standards. A more detailed look at some o-f the
moral behavior standards presently recognised can be -found
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offense (i.e. -felony or misdemeanor) used by the State in
which it was committed. Some Services prefer to use the
size of the penalty imposed, or a set o-f guide lists.
Five moral waiver codes were associated with this
study: YYY, DDD, DXD, RXD, and YXB. Each code includes
three digits: the -first represents the type o-f waiver, the
middle digit concisely explains the waiver and the third
identifies the level o-f waiver authority review. These
codes, and instructions on the appropriate issuance o-f a
particular code, Are part o-f the recruiter's enlisted
recruiting manual. When a waiver request is -forwarded
through the approval hierarchy, it is possible, though not
likely, a moral waiver code could be changed.
Factors considered when deciding on a moral waiver
code can include education level, aptitude, experience,
age, activities other than school word, school record,
letters of reference, and personal interviews. (Means,
19S3, p. 13)
Two general statements can be made regarding the
waiver decision criteria: They Are vague enough to give the
decision maker room for subjective evaluations, and they
encompass both the value of the applicant to the Service
(education and aptitude level) and the likelihood the
individual will misbehave after accession. The Moral Waiver
Codes associated with this study and a definition of each




YYY: No waiver required, not applicable to the applicant
DDD: D
—
Minimally acceptable moral qualifications
D—Other non—minor misdemeanors
D—Commanding Officer, Naval Recruiting District
DXD: D Minimally acceptable moral qualifications
X—Non-drug related minor traffic or minor
mi sdemeanor
D—Commanding Officer, Naval Recruiting District
RXD: R—Unknown, this digit is no longer used
X—Non-drug related minor traffic or minor
misdemeanor
D—Commanding Officer, Naval Recruiting District
YXB: Y—Type of waiver not applicable
X—Non-drug related minor traffic or minor
misdemeanor
B—Commander, Naval Recruiting Command
SOURCE: COHNAVCRUITCOMINST 1130.86 CH-24, 31 MARCH 1986
The predominant waiver code in the study was YYY.
This code represents an enlistment for which no serious
derogatory information exists and therefore a waiver was not
required. Chapter IV provides an analysis of the codes as
they applied to the cohort. Based upon the redundancy of
the screening process, it should be apparent every attempt
possible to detect the undesirable recruit is tried, from
service entry to basic training. Many of the procedures are
purposefully designed to be redundant to ensure consistency
in the answers DIS receives. In some instances the
SPH/PSQ's and interviews make up the best information
available to DIS. Once the individual has success* ul 1
y
cleared the screening process and investigations, it can be
reasonably assumed the individual is prepared to work in a
classi-fied and sensitive environment.
2 . The Admi nistrative Separation Process
The second critical aspect of personnel security
relates to individuals who were successfully screened, but
later developed patterns o-f behavior inconsistent with the
objectives o-f the Radioman rate and were administratively
separated by reason o-f misconduct. From the literature
review, several interesting -facts h^ere learned.
The misconduct charge has no single definition.
Rather it has a "fluid" definition; it lacks precise
terminology and can be applied broadly to several articles
of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ). Further,
the Naval Military Personnel Manual (referred to as the
Manual) identifies the nature of the offense and number of
violations of the UCMJ before the charge of misconduct can
be appl ied.
There were 17 punitive articles, as defined by the
Manual, captured under the misconduct charge in this study.
Figure 5 lists the Articles Applied in the Misconduct
Charges and overall number of violations. Appendix H
provides a Summary of the Articles in accordance with the
Uniform Code of Justice.
ARTICLE OF THE UCMJ NO. VIOLATIONS
ARTICLE 82: Solicitation : 1
ARTICLE 86: Absent Without Leave : 16
ARTICLE 87: Missing Movement : 4
ARTICLE 90: Disrespect toward superior
commissioned officer : 1
ARTICLE 91: Insubordinate conduct toward
warrant o-f-ficer, noncommissioned
o-f-ficer, or petty o-f-ficer : 7
ARTICLE 92: Failure to obey order
or regulation : 16
ARTICLE 95: Resistance, breach o-f arrest,
and escape : 2




ARTICLE 109: Property other than military
property of United States
Waste, spoilage, or destruction : 1
ARTICLE 116: Riot or breach of peace : 3
ARTICLE 117: Provoking speeches or gestures : 1
ARTICLE 121: Larceny and wrongful
appropriation s 1
ARTICLE 128: Assault " ' 4
ARTICLE 134: General Article 1 : 12
IfiLL DISORDERS AND NEGLECTS TO THE PREJUDICE OF GOOD ORDER
AND DISCIPLINE, ALL CONDUCT OF A NATURE TO BRING DISCREDIT
UPON THE fiRHED FORCES, CRIMES AND OFFENSES NOT CAPITAL.
Figure 5.
Articles Applied in Misconduct Charges
7-Q
The Naval Military Personnel Manual, under article
3630600, states in detail the process o-f separating enlisted
members by reason o-f misconduct. A member may be -found
unqualified -for -further military service by exhibiting a
pattern o-f misconduct. The Manual regards "a pattern o-f
misconduct" as repetitive discreditable involvement with
civil and/or Naval authorities. An administrative discharge
-for misconduct may be authorized based upon one or more o-f
the -following circumstances:
1. The service member is involved in a series o-f minor
disciplinary infractions. This includes: (a) at
least three but not more than eight minor violations
o-f the UCMJ (non-drug related) within the current
enlistment which have been disciplined by punishment
under the UCMJ, (b) three or more periods o-f
unauthorized absence o-f more than three days duration
each; or (c) three or more punishments under the UCMJ
during the current enlistment.
2. The service member is involved in two or more minor
civilian convictions (misdemeanors) within the
current enlistment o-f which the latest civilian
conviction occurred while assigned to the parent
command
.
3. The individual receives three or more punishments
under "the UCMJ within the current enlistment, the
latest o-f-fense to have occurred while assigned to the
parent command.
4. Any combination o-f three minor civilian convictions
(misdemeanors) and/or punishments under the UCMJ
within the current enlistment, the latest conviction
to have occurred while assigned to the parent
command.
5. Three or more periods o+ unauthorized absence o-f more
than three days duration each within the current
enlistment, the latest o-f-fense to have occurred while
assigned to the parent command.
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More than eight minor violations o-f the UCMJ within
the current enlistment which have been disciplined by
punishment under the UCMJ.
The service member establishes a pattern o-f
dishonorable failure to pay just debts.
The member establishes a pattern o-f dishonorable
-failure to contribute to the adequate support o-f
dependents or -fails to comply with court directed
orders, decrees or judgments with respect to the
support o-f dependents.
Commission o-f a serious offense such that a punitive
discharge would be supported by the Manual for Courts
Martial for committing the same or a closely-related
offense.
Conviction by civilian authorities or action taken
which is equivalent to a finding of guilty and (a) a
punitive discharge would be authorized for the same
closely related offense under the Manual and (b) the
sentence includes confinement for six months or more
without regard to suspension or probation. (NMPC,
1983, p. 36-5S, 59)
From these statements it can be seen why the
definition of misconduct is "fluid." To complicate matters
even more, the Manual further authorizes misconduct
separations of enlisted personnel by reason of alcohol and
drug abuse rehabilitation failure; by reason of drug abuse;
and by reason of security.
The administrative separation process is a
structured orderly flow of steps. Specific administrative
documents must be completed before the next step can be
accomplished. Each individual being processed for an
administrative separation is guaranteed, according to the
Manual, specific procedural rights and privileges. Failure
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to execute required responsibilities only -further delays the
separation process and re-flects on the commanding officer's
1 eadership.
Four speci-fic areas consistent throughout the cases,
were (1) notification o-f impending administrative separation
procedures; (2) identification o-f individual rights and
privileges; (3) individual briefing with respect to future
veteran benefits and appeal processes and (4) rights
pertaining to counseling and rehabilitation. Each of these
areas were in consonance with the Manual.
The enlisted member being processed for separation
by reason of misconduct or any other serious violation of
the UCMJ must be provided written notification. This
document referred to as "Notification of Processing for
Administrative Discharge," is issued to the member by the
command and explains the reason this process has been
initiated, the characterization of service upon separation,
and the basis for the characterization. The service member
is then provided a written fact sheet known as "The
Statement of Awareness and Request for, or Waiver of
Privileges". This sheet explains in non—legal terminology
the reason for this separation, and what recourses are
available to the member. Included in this document, the
service member may elect to accept NJP, or request a summary
or general court martial and may waiver his/her rights to
Counsel. This document is signed by the member and
submitted to the commanding o-f-ficer.
Sometime during the separation processing, the
member is provided a briefing as to the purpose, authority
and responsibilities o-f the Discharge Review Board, and the
Board o-f Correction o-f Naval Records.
The -fourth critical area is in administrative
separations in the area of counseling and rehabilitation.
Separation prior to completion o-f obligated service
represents a loss o-f substantial resources invested in
background investigation, training, equipment and related
expenses, while also requiring increased accessions. Thus,
it is NMPC's policy that commands provide to the service
member reasonable e-f -forts at rehabilitation prior to
initiation o-f separation proceedings. According to the
NMPC '.
Unless separation is mandatory, the potential for
rehabilitation and -further useful naval service
shall be considered by the Separation Authority
and where applicable, the Administrative Board.
If separation is warranted despite the potential
for rehabilitation, consideration should be given
to suspension of the separation, if authorized.
(NMPC, 1983, p. 36-6)
Evidence in the research suggested this policy was
adhered to most often. Further, the NMPC specifically
states counselling and/or rehabilitation efforts are a
prerequisite to initiation of separation proceedings except
in those cases expressly set -Forth under speci-fic
requirements -for separation.
When commands process personnel -for administrative
separation, strict compliance with sections 3610100 through
3610320 o-f the NMPC is mandatory to ensure speedy
processing, as well as the safeguarding o-f the rights o-f
both parties (government and member). One o-f the primary
reasons -for delays in directing final action on
administrative separations was the -failure to process a case
properly. Timely -favorable responses -from NMPC were
received in instances where a command : (a) closely -followed
NMPC sections 3630600, 3630620 and Naval Military Personnel
Command Instruction 1910.0 series, and (b) the commanding
officer took an active role in the preparation of the
recommendation for discharge.
E. CHARACTERIZATION OF SERVICE
According to the Naval Military Personnel Manual (NMPC),
an Other—Than—Honorable (0TH) is the most severe
characterization authorized for an administrative
separation. The NMPC is specific when determining whether
OTH is appropriate. A discharge of 0TH is characterized in
the following circumstances:
1. When the reason for separation is based upon a pattern
of adverse behavior that constitutes a significant
departure from the conduct expected.
2. When the reason -for separation is based upon one or
more acts of omission that constitute a significant
departure -from the conduct expected.
3. Abuse o-f a special position o-f trust or acts or
omissions that endanger the security o-f the United
States.
4. The health and welfare o-f other members o-f the naval
service, or the health and safety of other persons is
endangered.
5. Drug abuse, felony convictions and some instances of
homosexual conduct.
6. When the reason for separation is based on a pattern
of misconduct if the offenses, or one of the offenses
is considered by the Commander, Naval Military
Personnel Command of such severity to warrant such
action .... (NMPC, 1983, pp. 36-9, 10)
An OTH characterisation generally results in the loss of
several veteran benefits and can possibly prejudice
situations in civilian life where prior service may have a
bearing. In addition, the severity of the OTH prohibits the
individual from reenli sting in the armed forces.
If it appears that the Navy bends over backward to keep
individuals who disrupt the good order and morale of a
command, the following may serve to explain the philosophy.
The NMPC requires every Commanding Officer to consider eight
factors on the issue of retention or separation:
i. The seriousness of the circumstances forming the basis
for consideration of separation and the effect of the
member's continued retention.
2. The likelihood that the individual will continue to
practice the same lifestyle that prompted the
consideration of separation.
3. The likelihood the individual will be a disruptive or
undesirable influence on present or -future
assi gnments.
4. The ability o-f the individual to per-form duties in a
responsible and trustworthy manner and exhibit
1 eadershi p
.
5. The member's rehabilitative potential.
6. The individual's past contribution to the naval
service including decorations and awards.
7. Letters o-f reprimand or admonition, counseling
records, records o-f non—judicial punishments, records
o-f conviction by court—martial and records o-f
convictions and involvement with civil authorities.
8. All other matters deemed relevant by the Commanding
Officer, the Administrative Board, and/or the
Separation Authority. (NMPC, 1982, p. 36-6)
The requirement that Commanding O-f-ficers review their
intentions and the process elected (in this case the
misconduct process) assures both parties the proceedings
will be conducted in a judicious and expeditious manner.
Thus, what would appear as an unwieldy, inept system of
bureaucratic red tape to the uninformed, is in reality a





The basic approach to this study was to reconstruct,
code, and analyze historical data relating to individuals in
the Radioman rate who had received misconduct discharges.
Enlisted personnel discharge records, De-fense Investigative
Service reports, service school reports, command reports,
enlistment (DEP) documents and ASVAB scores were analyzed
-for content, and comparisons were made to behavior standards
established by the Naval Military Personnel Command.
Violations of the Uni-form Code o-f Military Justice (UCMJ)
were examined -for correlation between pre—service and post-
service enlistment problems. This study dealt exclusively
with case histories o-f Radiomen who had top secret
clearances and were discharged -for reasons o-f misconduct.
B. DATA BASE
The data used in this study were provided by the De-fense
Manpower Data Center (DMDC) , Monterey, California. In order
to adequately represent the characteristics of the total
population of Radiomen discharged for misconduct and control
for variations from the population values as a result of
cases not fully representative of the population, a model of
probability random sampling was used.
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The -fallowing criteria were used to obtain 20 cases -for
study. Cases were selected -from a population o-f Navy—wide
(all rates) discharges on the basis o-f -first—term enlistees
with an active duty entrance date o-f February 1979 or later.
Further, each case was required to have had a background
investigation initiated within 3 months o-f accession and
total active duty service was restricted to 48 months or
less. The resultant group was then screened by reason -for
discharge (misconduct), character of service (other-than-
honorable) and social security numbers ending with an odd
last digit (1, 3, 5, or 7). This run produced 100 cases
meeting the criteria. From this pool, a random sample of 20
cases was then selected by rate (Radioman) .
C. DATA COLLECTION
Basic biographical -facts such as date of birth, age of
enlistment, date of enlistment, date of entry into the
active duty, sex, race, marital status and education were
recorded from service application forms known as the "Record
of Military Processing—Armed Forces of the United States."
In addition, other data such as aptitude test results
(ASVAB) , AFQT percentiles, moral waiver codes and drug and
alcohol certification were also obtained. Enlistment
performance records, service school records, Defense
Investigative Service (DIS) reports, summaries of Non-
Judicial Punishment (NJP) , discharge documents and
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documentation pertaining to behavioral characteristics of
the subject were analyzed -for pertinent data.
Enlisted performance records provided a chronologi-
cal summary o-f per-formance scores, promotions or reductions
in rate, dates of NJP, and the names o-f Commands where the
individual served. This latter information was especially
helpful in determining whether the individual had
accumulated more NJP's while on shore duty or sea duty. The
performance reports assisted in determining when NJP was
conducted, in those instances where clerical errors
(consisting mainly of misdating documents, use of
nonstandard abbreviations, or incomplete paperwork) made a
chronological reconstruction of events difficult.
The Defense Investigative Service reports provided
details such as dates and places clearances were granted,
the type of Background Investigation (BI) conducted, the
status of BI checks, the type of clearance granted (secret
or top secret), and information on interim clearances. The
investigative reports sometimes contained useful information
of pre-service characteristics of the individual. Because
of the subjective nature of the written reports, the
information was carefully matched to patterns of behavior in
the individual's overall record before conclusions were
drawn.
The summaries of Non-Judicial Punishment were analyzed
to obtain relevant information helpful in developing
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character and behavior pro-files. In addition, information
such as the article o-f the UCMJ violated, number o-f
violations and punishment awarded was useful in determining
patterns o-f misconduct. Many o-f these documents contained
Commanding O-f-ficer assessments o-f the individual. The
comments, although subjective, did aid in the development o-f
in-service personality pro-files.
Since each o-f the individuals in the study had
eventually become an administrative burden, -files including
correspondence between the Commanding O-f-ficer and Naval
Military Personnel Command (NMPC) were examined. The
correspondence provided a chronological history o-f
communication between units and NMPC with respect to
administrative discharges. These offered insight into
procedural entitlements and mandatory requirements that must
be accomplished by the unit prior to receiving authorization
to discharge.
Discharge documents provided data on net active duty
time, characterization o-f service, and reason -for discharge.
This information coupled with that described above,
completed a case history.
D. CASE ANALYSIS
Since the cohort sample was characteristically similar,
in several respects cases were examined first on an
individual basis then taken as a whole and compared against
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one another. A sample data base of 20 cases was -felt to be
representative o-f other Radiomen rate cases with similar
characterization o-f service and reason -for separation.
Results were arrived at through study and analysis o-f
behavioral traits in the cases and use o-f arithmetic means
where applicable.
The percentage -format was used to present much o-f the
data analysis. The significance o-f percentages is two -fold.
First, they simpli-fy understanding by reducing all numbers
to a range o-f -from to 100. Secondly, the use o-f
percentages translates the data into standard -form, with a
base o-f 100 -for relative comparison. A word o-f caution is
advised. Percentages can hide the base -from which they are
computed. Care must be exercised; a small data base can
give the appearance of a sizable difference in results as
compared to a larger data base. The percentage results
derived reflect the sample cohort in this study. Findings
were compared to existing regulations and conclusions
derived in much larger studies.
"The study of how one variable affects, or is
responsible for changes in another variable is known as
Causal Analysis" (Emory, 1976, p. 356). Certain proxy
measures such as age, education, AFQT scores, and sea versus
shore duty were unalterable factors affecting the service
member's attitude, work, disposition and behaviors. Causal
analysis was performed where it was felt the proxy measures
had seme influence on the behavioral characteristics o-f the
ser vice member
.
The -foremost caution exercised throughout this study wai
that the size and demographics o-f the sample precluded
specific conclusions. Where possible, however, derived
results were compared to results o-f other studies and
appropriate comments were made as to the -findings.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. OVERVIEW
This study was undertaken to explore two hypotheses,
-First to analyze present screening methods -for the Radioman
f"3te, to determine if procedures are adequate and second, to
examine the administrative separation process to determine
i-f the system is too lenient. Lack of sincere application
in either o-f the above processes could lead to problems in
personnel security.
The Radioman rate comprises a variety o-f
responsibilities. Job requirements include message
processing (key punch typists), message handling
(classification stamping and -filing), radio teletype
operations, conventional radio communication, satellite
communication, conventional equipment maintenance, and other
communications duties. Tasking requirements -for the
Radioman are often wide ranging and complex. Careful
screening is required in "order to accept only individuals
capable of demonstrating responsibility-, trustworthiness,
and leadership qualities.
B. DEMOGRAPHIC RESULTS
The study confined itself to first-term enlistees.
Gender composition included 80 percent male (16) and 20
percent -female (4). The 20 percent -female representation
was initially thought to be an over—representation since
current -female representation. Navy—wide as of 30 September
19S5 was between 9-10 percent (NAVPERS 15658(A), 1985, p.
6). As this suggested a possible anomaly, initial
assignments to shore or a-float units were examined. Sixty
percent (12 service members) received initial shore
assignments and 40 percent (8 members) received a-float
assignments. All -females received shore tours initially.
This constituted 20 percent o-f the cohort. Though appearing
to be a relatively high percentage, the number is misleading
when the size o-f the data base is considered.
The result was compared to statistical summaries -found
in the "Annual Report—Navy Military Personnel Statistics
FY-85". As o-f -fiscal year 1985, female enlisted members
comprised 13.8 percent of the shore based billets. This
percentage has not changed appreciably since -fiscal year
1981. This -figure represented all rates open to -female
service members. Further, as o-f fiscal year 1985, -female
Radiomen in paygrades El—E3 made up only 1.89 percent o-f the
active duty enlisted females. Thus, based upon a relatively
small study sample, the 20 percent is not an over
—
representati on.
The males were evenly divided between 8 shore and 8
afloat assignments. When compared to the findings in the
above mentioned annual report, the numbers were
proportionally consistent. The annual report -for fiscal
year 1935 reported males occupying 85.7 percent o-f the shore
billets and 97.6 percent o-f the afloat billets. These
numbers have remained stable (plus or minus 2 percent) since
-fiscal year 1979.
Two explanations may account -for the relatively high
percentage o-f -females with initial shore assignments -found
in this study. First, present Navy policy restricts -female
service members to certain classes o-f a-float units. As o-f
-fiscal year 1985, only 2.4 percent o-f the -females on active
duty occupied a-float units. This would explain partially
why only -females -from shore billets were selected. Second,
the Radioman rate is one o-f a limited number o-f rates open
to women because it has a shore billet counterpart to the
sea billet. In addition, since -fiscal year 1979, -female
Radiomen have accounted -for 2 percent o-f the active duty
-female population.
The racial composition o-f the sample was 70 percent
white and 30 percent black. Each case was analyzed on the
basis o-f behavioral characteristics exhibited without regard
to racs (or sex). No attempts were made to relate race to
behavioral characteristics due to insufficient data.
The median age of enlistees was 18.8 years, with a range
of seven years. The oldest recruit was signed at 23 years
of age, and there were three 17 year old enlistees. Where
ages were compared between high school graduates and
non-graduates, graduates averaged 19 years as compared to 18
years -for non-graduates. Two tendencies appeared to emerge
•from the high school graduate cohort; they either chose to
-forego post high school education in -favor o-f some
employment or enrolled in an institution o-f higher learning.
The non-graduates showed a propensity to join the military
as an alternative to either school or civilian employment.
Three—fourths of the subjects possessed high school
diplomas (75 percent) as compared to 25 percent who were
non-graduates. When cases were grouped by year of
accession, results revealed only two years out o-f -five, 1979
and 1981, in which non-high school graduates were also
accepted. From an overall perspective, the number o-f high
school graduates compared -favorably with the results in
Table IV, which identi-fies the percentage o-f high school
graduates among recruits by fiscal year and their average
scores on the ASVAB.
Marital status was not considered a -factor in the study.
The single service member comprised 90 percent or 18 of the
20 cases. Only 2 cases reported married individuals, each
marrying while on active duty. In one case there was only a
service entry made in the person's record. No additional
information was provided. In the other case the married
member was reported absent without leave on three occasions
during the seventeen months of marriage. One unauthorized
absence was reported for 19 days. No additional information
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TABLE IVe
PERCENT OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
AMONG RECRUITS AND AVERAGE SCORES
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could be -found to support a cause and e-f-fect relationship
between the unauthorized absences and marriage.
C. DEFENSE INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES (DIS) RESULTS
DIS BI -field investigations took an average o-f 3.4
months to complete. Investigations ranged -from 1 month (7
cases) to as long as 8 months (2 cases). Investigative
results in the latter 2 cases revealed in one the applicant
had voluntarily applied for psychological counseling prior
to enlistment. The individual was reportedly diagnosed as
experiencing combinations o-f anxiety, depression, mood
swings and troubled interpersonal relationships.
The counseling physician suggested the applicant's
personality problem could be overcome in a structured
environment such as the military. This individual's record
was above the average o-f the study with an AFQT o-f 72, 30
months o-f active duty and only 3 NJP's. However, missing
ship's movement and marijuana use led to an administrative
separation. The other case reflected a normal routine
i nvestigation.
Each member received a BI as a prerequisite -for a top
secret clearance. Two types were noted in the study, the
standard Background Investigation (BI) and the Interview
oriented Background Investigation (IBI). Two cases among
the study were -found to contain derogatory information.
Both required moral waivers, one -from the command officer o-f
dS
the Naval Recruiting District and the other -from Commander,
Naval Recruiting Command. In one case, the individual had
established a high school reputation as a juvenile
delinquent, a "hothead" and "hardnose". Out o-f anger, the
individual slashed the vehicle tires o-f a high school coach.
Found guilty, the individual received a six-month suspended
sentence except -for 9 days in jail. The high school
principal would not recommend this individual -for a position
o-f trust. Further, at the time o-f enlistment, the
individual did not report on the SPH the previous arrest and
conviction and signed an alcohol and drug certi-ficate
attesting to non-use o-f the substances. This individual was
already in the DEP at the time of the tire slashing. At the
basic training interview session with a DIS agent, the
member admitted to purposely omitting the conviction and
long time use o-f marijuana in order to be admitted into the
Navy. This non-HSG accumulated 5 NJP's in only 23 months o-f
active duty service, received a waiver from the Recruiting
District level and eventually received a top secret
cl &Ara.mze.
In the second case, a routine police record check by DIS
indicated the subject had been arrested for indecent
exposure on an elementary playground. At the time of his
interview at basic training, the member denied this
activity. Subsequent investigation revealed that the
member's brother had committed the act and had used the
member 7 s name to avoid prosecution. The service member was
eventually cleared o-f any wrong doing, however this
derogatory in-formation continued to exist in the service
record. This HSG accumulated 8 NJP's in 34 months o-f active
service, and received a waiver -from the Commander, Naval
Recruiting Command. No record o-f clearance existed in the
-files; the assumption being the individual did eventually
receive some -form o-f clearance. In performance reports the
member was characterized as immature, required constant
supervision, demonstrated a lax personal appearance and
possessed a surly demeanor to all supervisors.
There were 16 top secret clearances documented in the
study. Two individuals received secret clearances. Both
had received favorable recommendations based upon their
ENTNAC's and interviews. The reason these individuals
received only a secret clearance could not be determined
-from the in-formation available. Common practice is to
provide a clearance only to the level necessary to
accomplish assigned tasks. The remaining 2 cases were
lacking in documentation.
Every individual in the study received a minimum o-f 1
reduction in rate. The study average was 1.5 reductions per
person with a range -from 1 to 3 reductions. The advancement




4: advanced to RM3 (E-4)
9: advanced to RMSN
7: advanced to RMSA
SEPARATION RATES
2: separated as an RMSN (E-3)
7: separated as an RMSA (E-2)
11: separated as an RMSR (E-l)
D. ARMED SERVICES VOCATIONAL APTITUDE BATTERY (ASVAB)
This 3irs3i of the study was closely analyzed because of
the role—or lack of role the ASVAB played in the selection
process. It was originally assumed the Armed Forces
Qualification Test (AFOT) percentile derived from the ASVAB
scores, would play a significant part in the selection
process of applicants for the Radioman rate. Analysis
suggested otherwise.
Some general statements can be made with respect to the
ASVAB tests and test scores analyzed in these case
histories. Review of the cohort data indicated applicants
were administered ASVAB Forms 5 through 10.
The mean AFQT percentile of the cohort was 55.75
percent, with a high of 90 and a low of 27 percent. The
percentiles were examined to determine if: 1) there was a
correlation between them and admission into the Radioman
rate, 2) they were used as a screening device, and 3) the
percentiles had any significance. In response to the first
question, the answer is no. In all but one case the mental
category was I I IB or above. A single case reported a score
of 27 which equates to mental category IV or low mental
aptitude. However, the person was admitted into the
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Radioman rate, for which qua! i f i cati oris Are generally high.
To be considered acceptable, an individual must score a
total o-f 144 points based upon the numerical operations,
attention-to-detail, and word knowledge subtests -for ASVAB
Forms 5, 6, and 7 or numerical operations, coding speed,
word knowledge and paragraph comprehension -for Forms 8, 9,
and 10. Everyone in the study scored above the minimum 144
except -for one individual who scored a 140. This person,
however scored above the mean in every subtest except
attenti on—to—detai 1 and was waivered into the rate.
The ASVAB Word Knowledge Test score mean -For the whole
cohort was 53.8. When the sample was sorted by enlistment
years, the mean score ranged from 50.5 to 69. These results
compared -favorably with the average scores o-f recruits in
the ASVAB Word Knowledge Test -found in Table IV. The study
















Were the ASVAB subtest scores and AFQT percentiles used
as screening devices? According to a recruiter, the answer
depends upon quotas. Where a rate is meeting its -fill
objective, the requirements for admission will be less
lenient. The converse is true when recruiting is not
meeting -fill objectives. Nothing in the data re+uted the
recruiter's comments. A review of the "Annual Reports—Navy
Military Personnel Statistics" for fiscal years 1979-1985
revealed only two years, 1980-1981, where a decrease in
Radioman manpower was significant. Table V, Active Duty
Enlisted Naval Personnel—Radioman Rate, summarizes the
findings of the review by fiscal year and total current
authorizations The table takes into account only
individuals rated RMSR through RMSN.
TABLE V.
ACTIVE DUTY ENLISTED NAVAL PERSONNEL—RADIOMAN RATE
(RMSR-RMSN INCLUSIVELY)
Fiscal Current Authori zations










SOURCE: ANNUAL REPORT—NAVY MILITARY PERSONNEL STATISTICS FY-85 , (NAVPERS
T5658 (Arr:
When the cohort accessions were grouped by enlistment
year, non—high school graduates were accepted only in
calendar years 1979 and 1981. Turning to Table V. , 1979 and
1931 correspond to good years -for current authorizations
percent onboard. For example, 1979 reflected a 93.1 percent
manning level but when compared to 1978 data it re-flected a
-5.0 percent decrease in manning rate; whereas, 1982 showed
a strong +13.1 percent increase -from 1981. Do these -figures
reflect a policy change to recruit more individuals to meet
end strengths as well as rate strengths? There are
insu-f -f icient data in this study to indicate otherwise.
However, speculation is left to the reader. In order to
determine where the study AFQT strengths were grouped, the
sample was divided by AFQT percentile. Table VI provides a
lock at the AFQT categories by study sample.
TABLE VI.
AFQT CATEGORIES BY STUDY SAMPLE
(N=20)
AFQT Category Number Percentage
II 7 35.0
IIIA 5 25.0
IIIB 7 - 35.0
IV 1 5.0
As evidenced above, AFQT categories II and IIIB
dominated this study. Do the percentiles in this table have
any significance? Within the group of Radiomen with a BI
initiated within 3 months of accession and discharged for
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misconduct within a 48 month period, it appears doubtful.
However, the sample -for this study was small, and
represented only a portion o-f the individuals in the
Radioman rate that were discharged during this time period.
An unqualified "no" is not justified.
Since AFQT percentiles did not appear to be directly
associated with any screening process in this study, were
they possibly associated with other results found in the
study such as numbers of NJP's or numbers of violations of
the UCMJ? Table VII displays the Distribution of NJP's,
Violations and Months to First NJP by AFQT Category. The
results a.re presented as averages per individual.
Distribution of results appeared to be homogeneous, with one
exception, indicating no single AFQT category had an
advantage over the other in this study. Category II, the
exception, was slightly less likely to face NJP as compared
to the other categories. The reason for this was never
apparent in the data.
TABLE VII.
DISTRIBUTION OF NJP'S, VIOLATIONS AND MONTHS













4.0 4.6 5. 6.0
8.4 6.8 7.3 11.0
14.4 13.0 14.8 12.0
(1)
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Since the distribution o-f UCMJ infractions did not
produce any significant deviations, AFQT categories were
then compared to high school and non—high school graduates
by distribution o-f UCMJ violations. Table VIII provides a
comparison o-f the Distribution o-f NJP's, Violations, and
Months to First NJP by HSG and NHSG According to AFQT.
TABLE VIII.
DISTRIBUTION OF NJP'S, VIOLATIONS AND MONTHS
TO FIRST NJP BY HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE AND
NON-HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE, AFQT CATEGORIES
Categories II IIIA 1 1 IB IV
HSG/NHSG HSG/NHSG HSG/NHSG HSG
Number o-f NJP's 4.2/ 3.0 4.0/4.5 5.0/ 5.0 6
Number o-f Violations 9.2/ 7.0 6.3/7.5 6.8/ 8.5 11
Months to First NJP 12.8/24.0 17.0/7.0 13.8/17.5 12
N= (6) (1) (3) <2) <5> (2) (1)
The distribution among HSG and NHSG also appeared to be
homogeneous except for months to -first NJP. The Category II
HSG appeared to set the pace -for -first NJP's, 12.8 months,
which was a month sooner than the category IIIB HSG (13.8).
Although the lowest rate to -first NJP was Category IV, it
was a single case and could not be considered
representative. These results do not indicate nor represent
the entire population o-f Radiomen, but leave the reader with
the suggestion that AFQT categories are not significant
influences or good predictors of potential security risks.
E. MORAL WAIVER RESULTS
Five separate moral waivers were associated with the
study. Sixteen YYY waivers (80 percent) were granted.
Three o-f the remaining
-four required waivers by the
Commanding Officer, Naval Recruiting District (DDD, DXD,
RXD) and one required approval -from the Commander, Naval
Recruiting Command (YXB)
.
The individual who received the DDD waiver was a high
school graduate, a 20 year old male with an AFQT category o-f
1 1 IB. A review o-f the DIS investigation report revealed the
individual had been arrested and arraigned on a charge o-f
the-ft while attending college. He was positively
identi-fied, -found guilty and fined. One month later, the
same individual was arrested and -found guilty o-f excessive
speeding. Two months later, he successfully enlisted in the
Navy.
In the case where a waiver o-f DXD was granted, the
applicant was an 18 year old male non—high school graduate
with an AFQT category o-f IIIA. The applicant's BI revealed
a pattern o-f substantial problems with authority -figures
prior to service entry. A star athlete, he exhibited an
apathetic attitude toward high school after being removed
from sports due to academic deficiencies. Subsequently, a
pattern of negative behavioral attitudes emerged. The
individual was suspended twice for possession of alcoholic
beverages, destruction of private property, and suspension
for smoking marijuana. The principal re-fused recommendation
-for a position o-f trust, whereas the vice-principal did make
a recommendation provided the young man was in a proper
environment and received proper discipline. The subject
signed documents attesting there was no pre—service drug use
and explicitly -failed to acknowledge conviction -for damaging
private property. Despite this background, he was granted a
waiver and served 23 months o-f a 48 month enlistment.
The applicant who received a waiver o-f YXB provided an
interesting study o-f how derogatory information can be
misleading. This individual was a high school graduate, 23
year old male who qualified as a category IIIA. The DIS
investigation reported two routine speeding tickets and
police department records indicating the individual had been
arrested and charged with indecent exposure on an elementary
school playground. DIS investigated further and discovered
that the service member's brother had been charged with the
violation. At the time of arrest, however, the brother used
the service member's name. This individual completed 34
months of a 48 month tour. Research of the BI report and a
check of the local recruiter's enlistment manual did not
clarify why the individual received a waiver of YXB.
The fourth individual in the study to receive a waiver
was a non—high school graduate, 17 year old male with an
AFQT classification of IIIB. This individual was assigned a
waiver code RXD. A local check of the enlistment manual
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misconduct within a 43 month period, it appears doubt-f ul .
However, the sample -for this study was small, and
represented only a portion o-f the individuals in the
Radioman rate that were discharged during this time period.
An unquali-fied "no" is not justi-fied.
Since AFQT percentiles did not appear to be directly
associated with any screening process in this study, were
they possibly associated with other results -Found in the
study such as numbers o-f NJP's or numbers o-f violations o-f
the UCMJ? Table VII displays the Distribution o-f NJP's,
Violations and Months to First NJP by AFQT Category. The
results a.re presented as averages per individual.
Distribution o-f results appeared to be homogeneous, with one
exception, indicating no single AFQT category had an
advantage over the other in this study. Category II, the
exception, was slightly less likely to -face NJP as compared
to the other categories. The reason -for this was never
apparent in the data.
TABLE VII.
DISTRIBUTION OF NJP'S, VIOLATIONS AND MONTHS




Months to First NJP
II IIIA IIIB IV
4.0 4.6 5.0 6.0
8.4 6.8 7.3 11.0
14.4 13.0 14.8 12.0
N= (7) <5> (7) (1)
Since the distribution o-f UCMJ infractions did not
produce any significant deviations, AFQT categories were
then compared to high school and non—high school graduates
by distribution o-f UCMJ violations. Table VIII provides a
comparison o-f the Distribution o-f NJP's, Violations, and
Months to First NJP by HSG and NHS6 According to AFQT.
TABLE VIII.
DISTRIBUTION OF NJP'S, VIOLATIONS AND MONTHS
TO FIRST NJP BY HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE AND
NON-HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE, AFQT CATEGORIES
Categories II IIIA IIIB IV
HSG/NHSG HSG /NHSG HSG/NHSG HSG
Number o-f NJP's 4.2/ 3.0 4.0/4.5 5.0/ 5.0 6
Number o-f Violations 9.2/ 7.0 6.3/7.5 6.8/ 8.5 11
Months to First NJP 12.8/24.0 17.0/7.0 13.8/17.5 12
N= (6) (1) (3) <2> (5) (2) (1)
The distribution among HSG and NHSG also appeared to be
homogeneous except -for months to -first NJP. The Category II
HSG appeared to set the pace for first NJP's, 12.8 months,
which was a month sooner than the category IIIB HSG (13.8).
Although the lowest rate to first NJP was Category IV, it
was a single case and could not be considered
representative. These results do not indicate nor represent
the entire population of Radiomen, but leave the reader with
the suggestion that AFQT categories are not significant
influences or good predictors of potential security risks.
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E. MORAL WAIVER RESULTS
Five separate moral waivers were associated with the
study. Sixteen YYY waivers (80 percent) were granted.
Three of the remaining -four required waivers by the
Commanding 0-f-ficer, Naval Recruiting District (DDD, DXD,
RXD) and one required approval -from the Commander, Naval
Recruiting Command (YXB)
.
The individual who received the DDD waiver was a high
school graduate, a 20 year old male with an AFQT category of
1 1 IB. A review o-f the DIS investigation report revealed the
individual had been arrested and arraigned on a charge o-f
the-ft while attending college. He was positively
identified, -found guilty and -fined. One month later, the
same individual was arrested and -found guilty o-f excessive
speeding. Two months later, he successfully enlisted in the
Navy.
In the case where a waiver of DXD was granted, the
applicant was an 18 year old male non—high school graduate
with an AFQT category of IIIA. The applicant's BT revealed
a pattern of substantial problems with authority figures
prior to service entry. A star athlete, he exhibited an
apathetic attitude toward high school after being removed
from sports due to academic deficiencies. Subsequently, a
pattern of negative behavioral attitudes emerged. The
individual was suspended twice for possession of alcoholic
beverages, destruction of private property, and suspension
for smoking marijuana. The principal re-fused recommendation
-for a position o-f trust, whereas the vice-principal did make
a recommendation provided the young man was in a proper
environment and received proper discipline. The subject
signed documents attesting there was no pre—service drug use
and explicitly -failed to acknowledge conviction -for damaging
private property. Despite this background, he was granted a
waiver and served 23 months o-f a 48 month enlistment.
The applicant who received a waiver o-f YXB provided an
interesting study o-f how derogatory information can be
misleading. This individual was a high school graduate, 23
year old male who quali-fied as a category IIIA. The DIS
investigation reported two routine speeding tickets and
police department records indicating the individual had been
arrested and charged with indecent exposure on an elementary
school playground. DIS investigated -further and discovered
that the service member's brother had been charged with the
violation. At the time o-f arrest, however, the brother used
the service member's name. This individual completed 34
months of a 4S month tour. Research of the BI report and a
check of the local recruiter's enlistment manual did not
clarify why the individual received a waiver of YXB.
The fourth individual in the study to receive a waiver
was a non—high school graduate, 17 year old male with an
AFQT classification of IIIB. This individual was assigned a
waiver code RXD. A local check of the enlistment manual
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revealed the digit R is no longer used and therefore could
not be correlated to a type o-f waiver. This individual's
background consisted of numerous short-term employments
blamed on dismissals -for habitual absenteeism. There was
an^ reported traffic citation for careless driving.
Apparently, the R represented some minimum level of
acceptable responsibility required.
In her study on moral waiver accessions for military
enlistments. Means found that:
Compared to accessions without moral waivers, moral
waiver accessions are slightly less likely to be
high school graduates, less likely to have AFQT
scores in the lowest acceptable category (AFQT
Category IV), more likely to be male, more likely
to be age 19 or older, and more likely to be white.
(Means, 1983, pp. vii-viii)
The waiver cases in the present study came very close to
meeting the same criteria. Among the cases receiving YYY,
three admitted to using/abusing narcotics, dangerous drugs
or marijuana as defined in the Certificate (Annex A to DD
1966). Though not specifically mentioned in their files, it
must be assumed the applicants had not used, abused or
experimented with drugs or narcotics within six months of
enlisting. Based on the information in the cases, this
cannot be proved either way.
F. ADMINISTRATIVE SEPARATION RESULTS
When NMPC decides to characterize type of service as
either honorable, general or other-than-honorable, it
6V
assigns a separation code. This code is used -for internal
statistical purposes and -further characterizes the type o-f
misconduct. The codes that predominated in this study were:
1. HKA - Frequent involvement o-f a discreditable nature
with civilian or military authorities.
2. HKQ — Misconduct by reason o-f serious offense.
3. HKK - Misconduct by reason o-f drug abuse.
4. JKN — Minor military infractions.
Results o-f the study indicated 70 percent o-f the
individuals (14 cases) were coded HKA, whereas 20 percent (4
cases) were coded HKQ. The two remaining codes made up 5
percent each o-f the other cases in the study.
Along with the misconduct charge, NMPC will also assign
a characterisation or description o-f service.
Characterization o-f services is commonly referred to as type
of discharge. Characterization of service for this study
was Other Than Honorable (OTH)
.
Correspondence plays an important part in the separation
process. It ensures all parties to a separation are fully
appraised of developments. In this study analysis of the
data revealed the mean number of written communications
between service members and the command to be 2.8 with a
high of 10 in one case. This indicated the command's
overwhelming desire to ensure the individual was fully aware
of the actions being taken and the consequences of such
actions. Correspondence between commanding officers and
''0
Naval Military Personnel Command averaged 3.4 messages with
a high o-f 6 in one case and 2 being the general number.
Messages -from the commanding officers to NMPC were generally
Recommendations for Discharge. I-f approved, a simple one
page message directing discharge and recoupment o-f -funds due
the U.S. Treasury would be sent.
The key to an expeditious separation was in the
completeness and accuracy o-f the commanding officer's
Recommendation -for Discharge to NMPC. Recommendation
messages that were succinct and Accurate were responded to
in a more timely manner.
Administrative separation processes were delayed in
-four cases o-f the study because commands had -failed to
provide such items as: proof the service member had
declined rehabilitation help, or evidence o-f required
counselling and warnings in regard to identified
deficiencies in performance and/or conduct. These are both
requirements of section 3630600 of the NMPC. In one of the
four cases, the Statement of Awareness was misdated with
respect to the administrative process in progress. In
another case, NMPC requested additional clarification on the
reason an administrative separation was being sought. It
appeared that the significant difference between commands
expeditiously processing individuals was in the attention
paid to detail. In those instances where a command: (a)
closely followed NMPC sections 3630600, 3630620, and Naval
Military Personnel Command Instruction 1910.1 series, and
(b) the commanding o-f-ficer took an active role in the
preparation o-f the recommendation, the discharge
authorization -from NMPC averaged 13 days. In the -four cases
where action was held in abeyance, it took an average o-f 40
days -from the initial recommendation to authorization -for
discharge. The best way to summarize this section is to
remind the reader o-f a most appropriate saying, "No job is
complete until the paperwork is -finished."
G. NONJUDICIAL PUNISHMENT RESULTS
A relevant -factor in this study was the imposition o-f
nonjudicial punishment. The implicit suggestion is that the
individuals in this study violated the UCMJ, their positions
of trust and responsibility and placed themselves in a
vulnerable position where risk to security was increased.
Nonjudicial Punishment (NJP) is a disciplinary measure
more serious than administrative corrective measures such as
counseling, admonitions, reprimands, extra military
instruction and administrative withholding o-f privilege, but
less serious than trial by court-martial. According to the
Manual -for Courts—Marti al
:
Nonjudicial punishment provides commanders with an
essential and prompt means o-f maintaining good order
and discipline and also promotes positive behavior
changes in service members without the stigma of a
court-martial conviction. (Manual for Courts-Martial,
United States, 1984, p. v-1)
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The two most violated articles throughout the study were
Article 86 (Absence without leave <UA) ) and Article 92
(Failure to obey an order or regulation). Among the cohort
there were 60 infractions o-f Article 86 and 34 of Article
With respect to personnel security. Article 86 commanded
the most attention. This Article has serious implications
when a person is unaccounted -for, and even greater
significance when the person maintains access to classified
information. Violation of the Article is considered serious
enough for it to be addressed separately in the Department
of the Navy Information and Personnel Security Program
Regulation (OPNAVINST 5510. 1G) . The program regulation is
specific on unauthorized absentees:
When a member of the Department of the Navy who has had
access to classified information is on unauthorized
absence, the commanding officer must conduct an inquiry
to determine if there are any indications that the
individual's activities, behavior or associations may
be inimical to the interests of national security. If
there a.re such indications, report all available infor-
mation by the quickest means to the nearest Naval
Investigative Service for action and to the Director,
Naval Investigative Service for information. The
Naval Investigative Service will initiate an investi-
gation immediately. (OPNAVINST 5510. 1G, 1984, pp. 51-
52)
There was nothing in any of the cases that indicated the
commanding officer initiated an investigation as a result of
a Radioman being absent without leave. Unauthorized
absenteeism ranged from 20 minutes up to 28 days. One
/ j
Radioman was declared a deserter. Examination o-f that case
revealed the individual was a routine drug (marijuana) user
and had -Fraudulently enlisted by -failing to acknowledge
prior drug use on the Statement o-f Personal History <SPH)
.
Shortly after the individual was declared a deserter, his RM
designator was removed. Although not speci -f ical ly
documented in the person's records, loss o-f the RM
designation presumably meant a loss o-f top secret access.
In another case examined, the individual accumulated eight
Article 86's in his enlistment. The -first infraction
occurred three months a-fter reporting on active duty. In
addition, there were -four Article 92's and one Article 91.
Review o-f the case indicated the individual routinely -failed
to obey orders. The commanding o-f-ficer characterized this
individual as extremely immature, requiring excess
supervision, constantly -failing to meet minimum standards
and possessing a surly demeanor towards supervisors.
Repeated e-f-forts to administratively separate this
individual were fruitless, as NMPC continued to recommend
additional counseling. Only after the service member
accumulated five Article 86's and two Article 92's in
succession was permission granted to proceed with
Administrative Separation.
To determine if, through the NJP process, one group
posed a greater threat to security than another, three sets
of data points were compared. These included individuals
granted moral waivers, individuals who cleared waivers (YYY
waivers) but admitted to pre-service drug abuse of
in-fractions o-f civil law and individuals with YYY waivers
and no pre-service violations. Table IX provides results o-f
the Comparison o-f UCMJ Violations to Moral Waiver
Accessions. The article most violated among the three
groups was Article 86. Among those granted waivers, the
average number of violations o-f Article 86 was 4.6. The
group who cleared waivers but admitted to pre—service
in-fractions averaged 3.1 violations o-f Article 86. And
-finally, the third group of individuals with clear waivers
and no pre-service derogatory history accumulated 2.8
violations. The violations o-f Article 92 were not
considered significant. Each group accumulated
approximately two violations. The total number of
violations accumulated (including multiple infractions of
the same article) was surprisingly close among the first and
third groups at 40 and 37 respectively.
Comparing the number of NJP's per group, the first and
second group were close enough to be considered negligible
in distinguishing tendencies. It should be noted there was
one case in the second group where the individual
participated in ten NJP's in 34 months of active duty. This
individual tied for first place by accumulating thirteen
violations of various articles. The number 4.8 in
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outlier o-f ten was removed -from the calculations. Two -fewer
NJP's and the -figure would have dropped to 5.3, equaling the
moral waiver group. From the data examined, individuals in
the respective groups -finished approximately two—thirds o-f
their first term enlistment. While this may appear to
project a positive note, the reader is cautioned not to take
this in-formation at -face value. What it does represent is
the time an individual, who is targeted -for an
administrative separation, can continue to access classified
information and remain an ever-constant threat to security.
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V . CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION
A. CONCLUSIONS
The -focus of this research e-f-fort was on two specific
areas, pre—service screening processes and administrative
separation processes. The purpose was to examine these
areas to learn i f , (a) suitable screening procedures existed
that would identify individuals as potential risks -for the
Radioman rate and (b) i f already in the rate, can these
undesirable individuals be expeditiously separated from
active duty be-fore becoming a security risk. Based on this
study, the -following conclusions are made.
Inconsistencies in the application o-f regulations and
legal statutes regarding enlistment must be corrected. The
documentation presented in Chapter II and the analysis
provided in Chapter IV made it clear that honest and
truth-ful cooperation was stressed. However, it was noted
this was not always the case with applicants. Individuals
who knowingly -falsified or omitted important information
were allowed to continue through the system and eventually
become Radiomen with secret or higher clearance. Their
behavior ear ly-on clearly indicated unsui tabi 1 i ty for a
position of trust.
A system of liability for personal actions should be
devised and implemented. As a follow—on to the above
conclusion, individuals with the intention o-f enlisting must
be sternly warned that grave consequences exist -for
knowingly withholding important in-formation pertaining to
character behaviors or li-fe style. Documentation discussed
in Chapter II and presented in the Appendix Section are
clearly marked with warnings regarding -falsi-fying
in-formation. The key words in each warning, "if you are
-found guilty..." implies the individual must -first be
arraigned then processed through the legal system. This is
a costly process with little time or manpower available.
Cooperation among law enforcement jurisdictions and
-federal agents must be developed. As was pointed out in
Chapter II, and identified in the Stilwell Commission, DIS
agents do, on the average, receive good cooperation from law
enforcement agencies and courthouse facilities. However, in
some instances the information received on ENTNAC's and
interviews conducted at basic training represent the best
available for adjudication. Federal legislation should be
introduced that would require local and state law
enforcement agencies to cooperate in clearance
investigations conducted by the DIS. It is ironic that
present law restricts the DIS from fully investigating
individuals who will later handle some of this government's
sensitive top secret information.
There are some significant inconsistencies in the
application of moral waiver codes which reflect upon the
7Q
adjudication process that need to be resolved. As was
discussed in Chapters II and IV and emphasised in the
Stilwell Commission Report, there is concern about the
adequacy o-f the adjudication process. The denial rate is
low throughout the DoD and varies widely in each Service.
In her report on Moral Enlistment Screening, Means indicated
each Service uses different criteria to determine acceptable
moral behavior. Standardization of criteria and a central
adjudication authority would alleviate some of the present
inconsistencies among Services. A fall—out from a
centralization adjudication facility would be the
availability of standardized statistical data for research
purposes.
The professionalism of individuals in the various areas
of security needs improvement. Beginning with the
instructor at the Radioman Basic "A" school and continuing
through the various commands, the lessons learned in past
espionage cases, and security training must be continually
emphasized. Training is narrow in scope and until recently
was not mandatory. Individuals who adjudicate requests for
clearances should be reminded of the gravity of their
decisions when questionable cases come to the forefront.
More effective action should be taken against those who
violate the UCMJ. It was stressed in Chapter IV that the
single most offended article was Article 86, Unauthorized
Absence (UA) . While sanctions Are available to remedy
JO
violators, this becomes a question o-f economics.
Individuals who go into a UA status are not available -for
work. Those who do return are placed on report and
generally receive some type o-f punishment in the -form of
reducti on—in—rate, or -forfeiture o-f pay, extra duty and
restriction. The dilemma faced by the commanding officer is
what to do with the individual. More severe punishment is
available, however if a harder sentence is pronounced and
the individual must serve a period of time in confinement,
the work space faces a manpower shortage. If the offender
is only lightly punished and returns to work, the command
faces either the possibility of the individual getting into
trouble again or becoming a security risk. The NMPM is
specific with regards to separations. The Manual stresses
rehabilitation and counseling prior to separation. In cases
where separation is warranted, suspension of the separation
is encouraged.
A major revamp of the present screening procedures can
not be estimated based upon the analysis of this study. The
data base was not sufficient in size to render such
conclusions. A similar study to this one, using a much
larger data base, might provide key issues worth examining
at the policy decision level. Care must be exercised for
statistical screens based upon such research as proposed
here could be discriminatory in nature.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
The present system o-f tolerance -for the individual who
-falsely or knowingly withholds in-formation should be
corrected. In cases where it can be proven the individual
did knowingly withhold information, prosecution to the
fullest extent possible should be encouraged. The best
means to eliminate potential security risks is to prosecute
and then widely publicize the results. With a shrinking
cohort pool available, this may not be a popular move but
may become a necessity.
The present system o-f moral waivers, accessions and
standards should be reviewed. Certain types of traffic
violations and other minor nontraffic offenses should not by
themselves call an applicant's moral character into
question. When an individual in DEP can get into trouble,
go to jail, then continue in the system, or a person
convicted of robbery can enlist in less than six months
after the crime, there raises a question as to how adequate
are present processes.
Federal legislation should be introduced that would
support the DIS in clearance investigations. Issuing a top
secret clearance based upon inconclusive investigations
creates an environment for potential security problems.
Cooperation among local, state and federal agencies will
reduce the probability if the exchange of information can be
accompl ished.
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A central adjudication -facility should be created.
Presently the Navy has three separate commands adjudicating
clearance applications. Commander, Naval Security Group ha<
jurisdiction over sensitive compartmented in-formation,
billeting, and adjudicating individuals in the cryptologic
rate. Commander, Naval Intelligence Command has clearance
approval authority -For secret and top secret clearance -for
individuals in the intelligence rate. Commander, Naval
Military Personnel Command is the clearance authority -for
all other rates requiring a secret or top secret clearance.
A central adjudication authority with agreed upon standards
would be cost e-f-fective and streamline present procedures.
C. AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
One area would be in pre—screening investigations. Thi*
research study only scratched the sur-face o-f pre—screening
investigations. The DIS -field work, ENTNACs, basic
training interviews are areas where standardization and
improvement could be implemented.
Another area o-f research is that o-f moral standards.
While minimum moral standards -for enlistment, especially
those dealing with serious o-f-fenses or deviant social
behavior should be applied equally to all applicants, the
issue of moral character is separate -from that o-f military
performance predictions. There are certain behaviors that
do indicate something about an individual's attitude, but
there are certain standards applied to predict a person's
moral ahairaiCiter . This area lacks clear de-finition.
One other area -for -future research would be a
statistical analysis o-f attrition o-f Radiomen based upon
other—than-honorabl e characterizations of service. The
Navy's Annual Reports o-f NMP Statistics provides several
columns o-f attrition rates by pay grade and as a group.
Statistics are available on a quarterly basis as well as
annual. A long term study could possibly provide
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NAME SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
SECTION III • OTHER PERSONAL DATA
23. CITIZENSHIP (You must provide your recruiter with the necessary documents to confirm your answers.)
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(1) FILE NUMBER (2) ISSUING COUNTY (3) ISSUING STATE
c If ALIEN. GIVE ALIEN REGISTRATION NUMBER AND LAST ADDRESS FURNISHED TO
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS)
d. date; port of entry into the u.s.
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APPENDIX A (cont'd)
NAME 1 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
28 Are you now or have you ever Men in any reouiar or reserve branch of the Armed forces or in the Army National Guard or the Air
National Guard' (Give your recruiter rhe appropriate DO form 2 14 and/or DO form 21 S or NGB form 22 tor review )
YES NO
29 Are you now or have you ever been oivorceo or legally separated' if YES ' ente' in item 39 "RE MARKS. ' tneoate. place and court
which granted divorce or legal separation
30 is any court oroer or iuoqment in effect that directs you to provioe support tor cniioren or alimony ' If "YES." enter in item 39.
"REMARKS.* the date, place, and court which granted anmony or support including or oers resulting from paternity suits
31. Have you ever been arrested, apprehendec. cnargea. cited or neid by feoera
,
State, military or otner law enforcement or
juvenile authorities, regardless of whether tne citation was dropped c dismissed or you were found not guilty' Include all
courts-martial or nonjudicial punishment while m military service if * YES " enter details in item 35
32. As a result of being arrested, apprenended. cnargea. cited or heid by federal State, military or other law enforcement or tuveniie
authorities, nave you ever Men convicted, fined by or forfeited bono to a federal State or otner mdiciai autnorrty or adiudicated
a youthful offender or juvenile delinquent (regardless of whether the record in your case has oeen "seaied' or otherwise
stricken from the court record); or nave you been released from parole, probation, luveniie supervision or given a suspended
sentence or relieved of ctvarges pendinq on condition that you apply for or ennst in the United States Armed forces' If "YES."
enter details in item 3S
33. Have you ever been detained, held in. or served time in any u)il or prison, reform or mourtnai school, or a luveniie facility or
institution under ttie lurrsdiction of any city, state federal or toreiqn country' If "YES." enter details in item 35
34. Have you ever oeen a ward, or are you now unoer suspenoed sentence, parole, or probation or awaiting any action on
criminal/civil charges against you' If *YES." enter details in Item 35
35. LAW VIOLATIONS. Explain below "YES" answers given in items 31 through 34 above (include all incidents with law enforcement
authorities even if the citation or charge was droppeo pr dismissed or you were found not guilty or you have been told by recruiting




b HATuxt o* ornevne
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34 CHARACTER AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT If your answer to every Question is truthfully "NO." indicate so in the appropriate space If
your answer is "YES." indicate so in the appropriate space and give details in item 39. "REMARKS " A "YES" answer will not
necessarily drsoualrfy you for enlistment; it will depend on the circumstances surrpunding the situation
YES i NO
a Questions (1). (2). and 0) below concern possession, supply, use without a prescriptipn of marijuana, narcotics. LSD or other dangerous drugs
A "Yes* answer to (3) has no beanng on your eligibility to enlist or be commissioned but is essential to accurate job classification Additional
screening will occur during basic training or officer training school
(1) Have you ever used narcotics LSD or other dangerous dructs'
(2) Have you ever been a supplier of narcotics. LSD or other dangerous drugs or marijuana'
(3) Have you used marijuana at any time in the oast six months'
b Has your use of drugs or alcoholic beverages (such as liquor, oter. wine), ever resulted in your loss of a job. arrest by police, or
treatment of alcoholism ?
c Are you a homosexual or a bisexual? ("Homosexual " is defined as sexual desire or behavior directed at a person(s) of one sown
sex. "Bisexual* is derhned as: a person sexually responsive to both sexes )
d Doyou intend toengage m homosexual acts (sexual relations with another person of the same sex)?
e. Are you a conscientious oofectoi ? That a. doyou have, or have you ever had. a firm, fixed, and sincere objection to participation
in war in any form or to the beanng of arms because of religious training or belief
f . Have you ever been leiected for enlistment, reenlistment. or induction by any branch of the Armed Forces of the United States?
g Are you now. or have you ever been, a deserter from any branch of the Armed forces of the United States?
h Are you now. or have you ever been, a member of the Communist Party or any Communist organization' Are you now. or nave
you ever been, affiliated with any organization, association, movement, group pr combination of persons which advocates the
overthrow of our constitutional form of government or which has adopted the policy of advocating the commission of acts of
violence to deny other persons their nghts under the Constitution of the United States or which seeks to alter the form of
government of the United States by unconstitutional means' (If ' YES, " give details in /tern 39. 'REMARKS ')
DD Form 1966/3. AUG 85 Previous edrtronj are Obsolete
APPENDIX A (cont'd)
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
37 OTHER BACKGROUND DATA
a. Have you ever traveled to. or resided in. a foreign country except as a member or the United States Armed Forces (including
dependent travel) performing official duties' (If 'YES, ' give derails in Item 39. 'REMARKS ')
b Are you the only living child of your parents''
c Are you now drawing, or do you nave an application pending, or approval for: retired pay. disability allowance, severance pay.
or a pension from the government of the United States'
d Have you Been enrolled in ROTC Junior ROTC. Sea Caoet Program, or nave you been a member of the Civil Air Patrol? (If 'YES.'
enter organization and ra address in Item 39 'REMARKS ')
38. UNDERSTANDING
a. I understand that an original enlistment obligates me to serve in the Armed Forces for a period of
eight (8) years (active and inactive duty) unless sooner discharged.
b APPLICANTS
INITIALS
SECTION IV • REMARKS
39. REMARKS (Enter rtem(s) being continued)




SECTION V - CERTIFICATION
40 CERTIFICATION OF APPLICANT I Your signature in rnn bioct must bf wirnesseO Ov your recruiter)
I certify that the information given by me in this document is true, complete, and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief I unoerstand that I am being accented tor enlistment basea on tne information provided by me
in this document: that if any of tne information is Knowingly faise or incorrect, I could be tried in a civilian or military
court and could receive a less than honorable discharge wnlcn could affect my future employment opportunities.
»PEO OK PRINTED NAU( ILSSt fml. MMMtf MlfMf] DATE SIGNED IrrMMOOl
41 DATA VERIFICATION BY RECRUITER (inter description ot the actual documents used to verify the following items )
CITIZENSHIP iXonrt
Ip) BIRTH CERTIFICATE (!) BIRTH CERTIFICATE
(71 OTHfR Ifiola-n' {!) OTH«R K.OU'lJ ;il OTHER ffi,
NUMBER IX o<~ EDUCATION I
| (?) O'HtR itiomi
OTHER DOCUMENTS USLD
42 CERTIFICATION OF WITNESS
I certify that I have witnessed the applicant's signature above and that I have verified the data in the documents
required as prescribed by my directives I further certify that I have not made any promises or guarantees other than
those listed and signed by me. I understand my liability to trial by courts-martiai under the Uniform Code of Military
Justice should I effect or cause to be effected the enlistment of anyone known by me to oe ineligible for enlistment.
t SlONA'URi DATE SIGNED
IrrUMOO)
43 SPECIFIC OPTION /PROGRAM ENLISTED FOR, MILITARY SKILL OR ASSIGNMENT TO A GEOGRAPHICAL AREA GUARANTEES
6 SPECIFIC OPTION /PROGRAM ENLISTED FOk (Compietedby (juiaance Counselor, MBPS UasonNCO. etc., as'specitied bysoonsoring service-use
clear text English.)
d. I fully understand that I will not be guaranteed any specific military skill c assignment to a
geographic area except as snown in Item 43.a above and annexes attacned to my Enlistment/
Reenlistment Document (DD Form 4)
44 CERTIFICATION OF RECRUITER OR ACCEPTOR
.. I certify that I have reviewed all information contained in this document and, to the best of my judgment and
belief, the applicant fulfi'ls all legal policy requirements tor enlistment. I accept him/her for enlistment on behalf of
the United States f£r>fer Branch of Service)
,
and certify that
I have not made any promises or guarantees other than those listed in Item 43 apove I further certify that service
regulations governing such enlistments have been strictly complied with and any watvers required to effect applicant's
enlistment have been secured and are attached to this document.
SECTION VI • RECER71FICATION
45. RECERTIFICATION BY APPLICANT AND CORRECTION OF DATA AT THE TIME OF ACTIVE DUTY ENTRY
. I have reviewed all information contained in this document this date. That information is still correct and true to
the best of my knowledge and belief If changes were required, the original entry has been marked "See Item 45" and
the correct information is provided below.
ITEM NUMBER change required
d WITNESS t APPLICANT









USE THIS DO FORM 1<I66 PAGE ONLY IF EITHER SECTION APPLIES TO THE APPLICANT'S RECORO OF MILITARY PROCESSING
SECTION VII • PARENTAL/ GUARDIAN CONSENT FOR ENLISTMENT
46. PARENT; GUARDIAN STATEMENT(S) I Line our oorrionj nor jooiiCiDtei
a. I /we Certify that rfnrer name of tpplictnt).
has no other legal guardian other than me / us and 1/
we consent to his /her enlistment in the United States
(Enter Branch of Service)
l/we certify that no promises ot any King have been maoe
to me/us concerning assignment to Duty, training, or
promotion during his/her enlistment as an inducement to
me/us to sign this consent, l/we nereDy autnonze the
Armed Forces representatives concerned to perform
meoical examinations, other examinations reauired. and
to conduct recoros chectcs to Determine his/her eligibility,
l/we relinauish all claim to his/her service and to any wage
or compensation for such service.
b. FOR ENLISTMENT IN A RESERVE COMPONENT.
l/we understand that, as a member of a reserve
component, he/she must serve minimum periods of
active duty for training unless excused by competent
authority. In the event he/she fails to fulfill the
obligations of his/her reserve enlistment, he/she may
be recalled to active duty as prescribed by law. l/we
further understand that while he/she is in the ready
reserve, he/she may be ordered to extended active
duty in time of war or national emergency declared by









II) TVPfO O* PWmTID KAMI (LMT. '«!( IMMMlM U) il&MTUM
f WITNESS
(i) lino O* wum «« lunwuyMDarag Ul uuuruiu
47. VERIFICATION OF SINGLE SIGNATURE CONSENT
SECTION VIII- STATEMENT OF NAME FOR OFFICIAL MILITARY RECOROS
44. name change. If tne preferred enlistment name (name given in Item 2) is not the same as on your birth certificate,
and it has not been changed by legal procedure prescribed by state law, and it is the same as on your social secunty
number card, complete the following:
NAME AS SHOWN ON BIRTH CERTIFICATE b NAME AS SHOWN ON SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER CARD
c. I hereby state that I have not changed my name through any court or other legal procedure; that I prefer to use
the name of by which I am known in the community as a matter of
convenience and with no criminal intent. I further state that I am the same person as the person whose name is
shown in Item 2.
WITNESS APPLICANT
rrfto cm mumhc* KAMC (J) »»T C*»W (II VCtMAlUM
U) VCJm'uM
DDForm 1966/6. AUG 85 Previous editions ire nosole'e
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APPENDIX b
USN ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
SCREENING CERTIFICATE
USN ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SCREENING CERTIFICATE
NAVCRL'IT I133'7 Ifrev. 12/82) (Replaces items 35a-35c of DP Form 1966)
This form Is STTected by the Privacy Act of 1 974 . See Section VIII of tnis fonr for
Privacy Act statement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Druo abuse by Navy personnel is prohibited. The purpose of this certificate is
to obtain information which will help you and the Navy determine your enlistment and
proaram eliqibility. You should be completely honest in completing this certifi-
cate. If you are truthful now, no action can or will be taken against you as the
rcrrult of any information you may reveal. Your statement will be used only by the
Navy and will not be released to any outside agency or person not authorized by
you . You are cautioned that should you conceal alcohol or drug abuse information at
this time ana it is discovered after your enlistment, punitive action may be taken
against you basec upon the taise statements you have made .
II. DEFINITIONS
Alcohol Abuse . The use of alcohol to an extent that it has an adverse effect on the
user's health or behavior, family, community, or the Navy, or leads to unacceptable
behavior as evidenced by an alcohol-related incident (or incidents).
Alcohol /Drug Dependent. . Having a psychological and/or physiological reliance on
alcohol or drugs resulting from use on a periodic or continuing basis. (See also
"Physica 1 /Psychological Dependence ."
)
Alcohol-related Incident . Any incident in which alcohol is a factor. Examples
include onving wmie intoxicated (DWI), driving under the influence (DUI),
drunk-in-publ lc and other types of alcohol-related incidents, particularly those
requiring medical care, or involving a public or domestic disturbance.
Alcohol ic An individual who is alcohol dependent.
Depressants Sedative-hypnotic drugs of diverse chemical structure, all capable of
inducing varying degrees of behavioral depression. Depending on dose, can cause
sedative, tranqui lizing , hypnotic (sleep) or anesthetizing effect. Most common
cateaones of depressants include: barbiturates (e.g., phenobarbital , secobar-
bital), tranquilizer* T the benzodiazepines and methaqualone
.
Drug Abuse . Any illicit use or possession of drugs.
Drug Abuser . One who has illicitly used, or possessed, any narcotic substance,
marijuana, or other drug.
Drugs . Marijuana, narcotics and all other controlled substances as listed in
Schedules I-V established by Section 202 of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention
and Control Act of 1970, Title 21, U.S.C. Section 812 as updated and republished
under the provisions of that Act.
Drug Trafficking or Supplying . The wrongful distribution (includes sales or trans-
fer) of a controlled 6uDstance, and/or the wrongful possession or introduction into
a military unit, base, station, ship, or aircraft of a controlled substance with the
intent to distribute.
Hallucinoger.s/Psychedelics . A group of diverse, heterogeneus compounds all with the
ability to induce visual, auditory, or other hallucinations and to separate the
individual from reality. Depending on substance and dose, can cause disturbances in
cognition and perception. Most common categories are: LSD; mescaline and peyote;
psilocybin: and psychedelic amphetamine variants (STP, MDA). Although a unique
drug, for purposes of this certificate phencyclidine (PCP) will be labeled in this
general drug class.
ANNEX A TO DD FORM 1966 DATED
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APPENDIX B (cont'd)
IJSN ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SCREENING CERTIFICATE - Paqe 2
NAVCRl': 1* 1133" (Rev. ir'B2)
DEFINITIONS ( continued
)
Mar 1 luana . Any i ntox icatino product of the hemp plant, cannabis (includina
hashish) . or any synthesis thereof. For purpose of this certificate the term
marijuana and cannabis are used interchangeably.
Narcotics Any opiate or opiate derivatives, includinq their synthetic equiva-






io loo l ca 1 dependence . An alteration to an individual's physiology or
adaptation to a drua or alcohol that manifests Itself in continued use, the
nt of tolerance, leads to a state of impaired capability to perform normal






Psychological Dependence . The craving or need for the mental or emotional effects
of a drua that manifests itself in repeated use and leads to a state of impaired
capability to perform normal functions.
St lmu lant Widely diverse category made up of central nervous system stimulant
crugs that increase the behavioral activity of an individual. Most common cate-
gories of abused stimulants include cocaine and amphetamines.
III. RECERTIFICATION
Immediately before cwjnencement of active duty in the Regular Navy or active
^"ty/active duty fo r training Naval Reserve, all personnel must complete Section V
of this certificate.
INITIALS
IV. CERTIFICATION YES NO
1. I have lyed narcotics: stimulant, depressant, or halluci-
nogens ps • rhedel ics drugs: (as defined on this certificate).
2. I have used mariiuana in the past.
3. I aT presently using marijuana or other drugs.
4. I have used stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogens/
Dsycnedelics drugs over one year ago.
5. I have been convicted cf a drug abuse offense.
6. . have been convicted of an alcohol related offense.
7. I have used stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogens/
psvchedeiics drugs between six months and one "ear ago.
8. I have used stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogens/
psvcnedelics drugs within the past six months.
1
. I have used narcotics over one year aqo.
10. I have been psychologically or physically dependent
upon drugs or alcohol.
11. I have been a trafficker (supplier) of illegal drugs.
12. I have used narcotics within the past year.
I understand that some forms of pre-service drug abuse
(use) may be waiverable. I request an individual
evaluation for waiver consideration.
YES NO
Typed/printed Name of Applicant (Last, first, middle) SSN
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APPENDIX B (cont'd)
USN ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SCREENING CERTIFICATE - Paqe 3
NAVCRUIT 1133/'' (Rev. 12/82)
Knowing and understanding all the information contained above, and realizing that
this document will be used to determine my enlistment and program eligibility, I
hereby state that the above information as to my previous alcohol and drug
involvement is true and complete to the best of my knowledge. I will not abuse any
llleaal drugs or controlled substances while in the service of my country. I certify
that I Have completed this form honestly, without concealing any information, and of
inv own free will.
Date Typed/printed Name of Applicant and SSN Signature
RECRUITER (AND WITNESSES): I certify that the above individual signed this
certificate of his/her own free will after telling me/us
his/her answers are true.








V. RECERTIFICATION. Pre-service alcohol and drug abuse
recerti f ication for personnel enlisting Regular Navy or entering
ACDU/ACDUTRA Naval Reserve from the Delayed Entry Program and/or
completing enlistment processing.
INITIALS
1 . I have reread and fully understand all the information con-
tained in the USN Alcohol and Drug Abuse Screening Certificate.
2. I hereby state that "there
has been no change in my
status since I provided
original drug abuse
information on ... I
DATE OF ORIGINAL INFORMATION
3. I request an individual evaluation.
I recertify that I have completed this form
honestly, without concealing any information,
and of my own free will.
Date Typed/printed Name of Enlistee and SSN Signature
MEPS LIAISON P.O. (AND WITNESSES): I certify that the above individual signed this
certificate of his/her own free will after
telling me/us the answers in this section are
true.







VI. PRE-SERVICE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE WAIVER INFORMATION
PRE-SERVICE ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE WAIVER (check one) REOUIRED NOT REQUIRED
Date Typed/printed Name of Recruiter and SSN Signature
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APPENDIX B (cont'd)
USN ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SCREENING CERTIFICATE - Page 4
NAVCRUIT 1133'" (Rev. 12/82)
VII. PRE-SERVICE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE WAIVER AUTHORIZATION
PRE-SERV1CE ALCOHOL AND NOT GRANTS FOR ENLISTMENT




printed Name of CO, NAVCRUITDIST




VIII. PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
1. Autnori ty The authority to request this information is contained in Sections
"', 505, 508, 510, 511 and 802 of Title 10, United States Code as amended.
2. Principal Purpose or Purposes . The information in this document is used to
determine your present enlistment and program eligibility. The information provided
by you on this document is FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY and will be maintained and used in
strict confidence in accordance with Federal Law and Regulations.
3. Routine Uses . The information provided by you will become a permanent part of
your Service Record. This information constitutes the minimum required to determine
your present enlistment and program eligibility. The information provided by you on
this document is FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY and will be maintained and used in strict
confidence in accordance with Federal Law and Regulations.
4
.
Whether Disclosure is Mandatory or Voluntary and Effect on Individual for Not
Providing Information , The information requested is of a personal and confidential
nature, and you do not have .to provide such information unless you voluntarily wish
to enlist in the Armed Forces of the United States. Failure to answer completely any
of the questions or to provide the information requested in this form may result in
an inability to fairly evaluate your enlistment and program eligibility and
subsequent denial for enlistment.
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APPENDIX C
RECRUITER'S REQUEST FOR ELIGIBILITY WAIVER
(Date)
From: Recruiter in Charge, NHS
To: Commanding Officer/Officer in Charge,
Sub] : Enlistment eligibility waiver request ICO
NAME, RATE*, AND
SSAN REQUIRED) *lf applicaDle
Ref: (a) COMNAVCRUITCOMINST 1130. 8B (CRUITMAN-ENL)
End: (1) Pre-enlistment kit
1. In accordance with reference (a), enclosure (1) is forwarded for consideration
of an enlistment eligibility waiver for





Race: Ethnic: Age .
Marital Status: Dependents:
3. Enlistment Recommendations (justify thoroughly validation for waiver approval)
NRDSF FORM 1139/3 (5-83)
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APPENDIX D
ORIGINAL SIGNED COP" Of THIS FORM MUST BE PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES RATHER THAN ON TWO SEPARATE PAGES OPNAVIN5T53SO *
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE
STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
The Navy is reponsiole tor preventing drug and alcohol abuse by its members and for disciplining those who promote or
engage in drug and alcohol aDuse Navy personnel are sub|ect to drug and alcohol testing methods, including urinalysis,
to enforce this policy Authority to obtain your social security number, which will be used for identification and filing, is
provioed by 5 USC 301 and Executive Order 9397 (NOTAL) Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary Failure
to disclose this information, however, will result in termination of the process for which this statement is required
1, understand that:
INITIALS
(f-u'l name hrsx middle last)
1. Service in the United States Navy or Naval Reserve places me in a position
of special trust and responsibility.
2 Drug abuse by members of the United States Navy is against the law, and
drug and alcohol abuse, in general, violates Navy standards of behavior
and duty performance and will not be tolerated
3 The illegal or improper use of alcohol, marijuana and other controlled
substances endangers my health and the safety of other Navy men and
women
4 If 1 illegally or improperly use or possess alcohol or drugs, including
marijuana, appropriate disciplinary and/or administrative action may be
taken against me in the case of drugs, this action may include trial by
court-martial or administrative separation from the Navy. Admin-
istrative separation for drug abuse or separation in lieu of trial by court-
martial could result m an other than honorable discharge. Conviction by
a court-martial of a drug-related offense may lead to a punitive
separation. This can result in a denial of education benefits, home loan
assistance, and other benefits administered by the VA. Additionally, a
person receiving such a separation or discharge can expect to encounter
substantial prejudice in civilian life in situations where the character of
separation or discharge receive*- from the Armed Forces may have a
bearing.
5 (Initial applicable section only -• a, b, or c )
a (OFFICERS PRE-COMMISSIONING PROGRAMS)
1 understand the U S Navy's intolerance of substance "abuse and
that 1 will be screened by urinalysis testing for the presence of
marijuana or drugs within thirty days of reporting for training. 1
further understand that a single detection of drug abuse after entry
will result in disenrollment from an officer program and separation
from the Navy.
b (CHIEF PETTY OFFICERS)
1 understand that the Navy's policy of zero-tolerance towards drug and
alcohol abuse by us leaders will result in administrative or disciplinary
action and may result in my separation.
OPNAv 5350 I <5-82> SN 0>07 LF-053 5505 Continued on reverie
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APPENDIX D (cont'd)
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING (Continued)
5 c. (ENLISTED, E-1 THROUGH E-6)
I understand that the Navy does not tolerate drug or alcohol abuse by its
members and will take disciplinary action against those who promote or
engage in drug abuse Pertaining to my enlistment into the Navy, I
further understand that
INITIALS
(1)The Navy drug urinalysis test can detect the use of illegal drugs,
including marijuana, up to 30 days following such use
(2) The drug urinalysis test will be given to all personnel within 48
hours of arrival at the Recruit Training Center and at other periodic
follow-on times as necessary
(3) If 1 am found to have positive test indications of marijuana use, 1
shall be strongly warned, and if any follow-on tests indicate
continued drug abuse, it will be cause for my separation from the
Navy
(4) Any arug urinalysis test showing positive indication of any drug use,
other than marijuana, shall be cause for my being processed for
discharge from the Navy
(5) Detection of drug abuse may disqualify me from certain occupations
or programs for which 1 enlisted and 1 may either be reassigned to
another program or processed for separation from the Navy at the
option of the Navy.
CERTIFICATION
1 HAVE REAO AND FULLY UNDERSTAND ALL THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON BOTH SIDES OF THIS FORM
rvPED/PRINTEDNAME (Last First Middle) SIGNATURE DATE
SSN GRADE'RANK lit applicable)
CERTIFYING OFFICIAL AND WITNESS
1 CERTIFY THE ABOVE INDIVIDUAL SIGNED THIS CERTIFICATE IN MY PRESENCE
TYPED7PPINTEDNAME AND TITLE Of OFFICIAL CERTIFYING SIGNATURE DATE
TYPED/PRINTED NAME AND TITLE OF WITNESS Signature DATE
REMARKS





ATE OF REQUEST form Approver]
OMB HO 0704 0007
ftp Date lul 31 1987
SECTION! I TO BE COMPLETED BY RECRUITING SERVICE)




4 DATE OF 8IRTH 5 ETHNIC GROUP 6 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
J ADDRESS IN ADDRESSEES JURISDICTION (See/WAIl TO Blo<k) 8 DATES RESIDED AT THIS AODRESS
a NUMBER ANO STREET CITY c STATE a ZIP CODE
The oerson descnoed above who claims to have 'esioed at the address shown aoove. has aooned tor enlistment in the Armed Forces ot tne United
States Please turnisn from your tiles the information relative to Section 111 Detow A seif-addressed return enveiooe is orovided tor vour convenience
9 °f.RSON MAKING THIS REQUEST
a NAME (Last, first. MKXtle name(s))
c SIGNATURE
SECTION [1 (TO BE COMPLETED BY APPLICANT)
OATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY: Title 10 United State* Code Sections 504 505. 508. 510 and 520(a)
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE. To determine eligibility tor enlistment in the Armed Forces of the United States
ROUTINE USES if you are enlisted in the Armed Forces of the United States, this information Becomes a oart of your military personnel
records wnicn are used to provide promotion, reassignment, training, and other personnel management actions tor you
DISCLOSURE: Disclosure is voluntary, however failure tosuopiy any reauired information may result in your petng refused enlistment
in the Armed Forces of the United States The data are for OFFICIAL USE ONL Y and will be maintained and used in strict
confidence in accordance with Federal law and regulations Mak ing a k nowmg and willful false statement on this DO
Form 369 may oe punishable ov fine or imprisonment or ootn All information provided by you wnich oossibly mav re-
flect adversely on your past conduct and performance may nave an adverse impact on you m vour mmitary career in sit-
uations such as consideration tor special assignment, security clearances, court martial and administrative proceedings, etc.
I HEREBY CONSENT TO RELEASE FROM YOUR FILES THE
INFORMATION REQUESTED BELOW
SIGNATURE
SECTION III (TQ 8E COMPLETED BY POLICE OR JUVENILE AGENCY)
HAS THE APPLICANT A POLICE OR JUVENILE RECORD,
offtns* or charge, oafe. diioouvon and sentence)
TO INCLUDE MINOR TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS QYES Q NO {If YES. what was In*




THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE DATA AS
CORRECTED ARE TRUE AND CORRECT ACCORD-
ING TO THE RECORD ON FILE IN THIS OFFICE
THIS INFORMATION 1$ CONFIDENTIAL AND CAN-
NOT BE USED IN ANY OTHER MANNER EXCEPT
FOR OFFICIAL PURPOSES
3 DATE 4 TITLE
5 VERIFIED BY (Signature)
r\r-v -QRM -ICQ
83 SEP J s/w cnca-LF-ceo-woj






PERSONNEL SECURITY QUESTIONNAIRE iBI'SBI)
1 a LAST NAME-FIRST MAMt-MIDOLfc NAME lb MAIDEN NAME tl) an, I
3 ALIASES 13 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
« DATE OF BIHTH
l I rat Moni/i Uavt
5" PLACE Of BIRTH
b COUNTY c STATE a COUNTRY
< Civilian
I c GRADE d IF MILITARY
'0 MILITARY
ARMY | 1 AIR FORCE
I
NAVY; ! MARINE CORPS
FOR OIS USE ONLY
7 IDENTIFYING DATA
V c HEIGHT a WEIGHT I t COLOR OF HAIR i COLOR OF EYES




d IF NATURALIZED. CERTIFI.
CATE NO (SI
I NQ
e IF DERIVED PARENTISI
CERTIFICATE NO ISI
DATE 9 PLACE h COURT
Zt> ALIEN I REGISTRATION NO
?1 I CURRENT CITIZENSHIP k DATE OF ENTRY)
t PORT OF ENTRY m FORM 1151 NO
t9 FORMER MILITARY SERVICE
RANK I c SERVICE NOISI TYPE OF DISCMARGE
,10 F AMILY'ASSOCIATES tLtsl lather molhet spousr and children , tSee UETAtLED INSTRUCTIONS lor omen to oe listed ,
^"
i | |
lb. OATEOF c place OF BIRTH I d ADDRESSBIRTH
It CITIZEN-
1 SHIP






11 RESIDENCES ILtsi in chronological order nennninr with the current address Cine the incluatre dales for each period ofreadme* ) (See DETAILED IN-
STRUCTIONS.)
b NUMBER AND STREET c CITY d STATE t COUNTRY (ZIP CODE
12 DUTY OR EMPLOYMENT ORGANIZATION /List In chronological order beginning wirft the present, each period of employment, self-employmsnt. part-




b NAME OF EMPLOYER c. AODRESS NAME OF IMMEDIATE
SUPERVISOR
13 FEDERAL SERVICE FOREIGN TRAVEL/CONNECTION ("Yes" mnnem must
Yet I No
I
** explained in Item IS m accordance with DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS )
a HAVE YOU EVER BEEN IN THE FEDERAL CIVIL SERVICE'
b HAVE YOU TRAVELED OR RESIOED ABROAD FOR OTHER THAN
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT?
c DO YOU HAVE ANY FOREIGN PROPERTY OR BUSINESS CON-
NECTIONS. OR HAVE YOU EVER BEEN EMPLOYED BY OR ACTED
AS A CONSULTANT FOR A FOREIGN GOVERNMENT FIRM OR
AGENCY'
FOR DISUSE ONLY
RETURN PERSONNEL INVESTIGATIONS CENTER
RESULTS DEFENSE INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
TO: P.O. BOX 454
BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 21203
DO FORM 396 PREVIOUS EDITION MAY BE USED REPLACES 1 SEP 62 EDITION OF DO FORM 396-1 WHICH IS OBSOLETE
81 MAR HU.ii—wl "WWOW— im>-?»
S/N 0102 LF-000 3982
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APPENDIX F (cont'd)
14 a MARITAL STATUS |b NAME ISI OF FORMER SPOUSEIS)
| MARRIED iuNMARRIED
c. DATE(S) OF PRIOR MARRIAGE ISI d PLACE
LEGALLY IDIVORCED j e. DATE OF DIVORCE
SEPARATED
j
1 COURT 9. LOCATION
IS EDUCATION /List in rnmmoioticad order oeeinmne ~tfn «lf i«ji tcnool attended I iSee DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS 1







16 CREDIT REFERENCES /Complete Iftts item onlv if von lived ovenwmj wir/ttn me prnlMt 5 yemn. List J tndividumis end, or firms wno Hsve extended credit to
you during met rime period .1 (See DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS.)
If





I" CHARACTER REFERENCES (Lot i rood tnendl. co-Morten, couevruet. flumirt etc.l (See DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS.)
5





















I a (List alt orgonnjiumi except those referred to in t> ortow in whirl nottl nr nave held memoerthto
|
i NAME
mun be explained in accordance »ifr» the DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS )
Are vou now or have VOW ever Oemr* a m«mMi ol !nf Communist Party Oi any Communist ortuni;iiion'
Aim vou now or nave vou ever been affiliated witn any organisation association, movement, group or comotnation ot persons wnicn Hvocitei tne
overthrow ot our constitutional torm ol government or wnicn nas eoooteo tne uoiicv o» advocating or aoorovirtg tne commission ot acts ot force
or violence to oany otner persons tneir r>qnts unoar the Constitution ol the united State* or wnicn seees to attar tne torm ol government D , T nt
unneo State* ov unconstitutional rneensi'







a Have vou ever used anv narcotic, oeoressant stimulant, hallucinogen no inciuoe LSD or PCP|,3r cannaois 110 include meriiuena or neshisnl,
except as prescribed by a licensed physician'
b Nave vou ever oeen involved in the illegal Durcnaea. possession, or sate ol anv narcotic, depressant, stimulant, naiiucmooen. or cenrveou'
c. Has your uae ol alcoholic pevereaes isuon as iiauor. peer , wine) ever resulted m the iota ol a 100, arrest Dv ponoe, or treatment tor aiconousm/
d Have you ever been a patient (whether or not tormeiiv committed! m any institution primarily devoted to the treatment ot mental, emotional.
psvcnoioQicai. or personality disorders?
e Have vou ever petitioned to be declared bankrupt'
21 ARRESTS /"Yet aiuwrnnul be explained inuceroiwr twin the DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS.
I
ves I No
a. Have you ever oeen arretted, charged, cued, or hetd by Federal Slate, or otner lew eniorcement or iuv*mie authorities, regardless ol wnether ti
citation was oroooed or dismissed or vou were lound not guilty > Include all court martial O' noniudiciat punishment wrtile in military service
I You may exclude minor traffic violations for which a fin* or forfeiture of SI 00 or lea wex imposed.
}
b As a result pi being arretted charged cued, or held by law enforcement or luvemie authorities have you ever bean convicted, lined by or lorteited
bond to a Federal. State, or otner ludiciai authority or adtudrcated a youtntul ottender or luveniie deitnauent iregerdiess of whether the record in
your case hat been seared or otnerwise stricken from tne court recorrtl?
c. r\m>rm you ever been detained, held in. or served time in any tail or prison, or reform or industrial school or any luveniie facility or institution under
the lurisdiction ot any city, state, lederai. or loreign country '
a. Have vou ever been awarded, or me* you now under suspended sentence, parole or probation, or awaiting any action on charges eoawnsl you'






y. PENALTY IMPOSED OR OTHER DIS-
POSITION IN EACH CASE
I CERTIFY THAT THE ENTRIES MADE BY ME ARE TRUE
.
COMPLETE AND ACCURATE TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE ANO BELIEF ANO AREMADE IN GOOD FAITH I UNDERSTAND THAT A KNOWING AND WILLFUL FALSE STATEMENT ON THIS FORM CAN BE PUNISHED BY FINE ORIMPRISONMENT OR BOTH. /See U.S Code. Title IS. Section 1001.)
OATE SIGNATURE OF PERSON COMPLETING FORM
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APPENDIX G
REQUEST FOR PERSONNEL SECURITY INVESTIGATION
REQUEST FOR PERSONNEL
SECURITY INVESTIGATION
REQUESTER fiLt HO ,*1E OF BEQueSI
Personnel Investigations Control Center
Defense investigative Service












5 THIS REOUEST I S FOR
~H LIMITED INQUIRY






• REASON FOR INVESTIGATION"
| 1 ACCESS to MATERIAL CLASSIFIED
'
1 (Contkttmnttml) (Smcrmt) (Top Smcrmi)
t NuCl-EAR WEAPON POSITION
[ 1 SENSITIVE COMPARTMENTSO INF OR*.
j I
SIOP.ESt
| 1 MISIOCNTUL SUPPORT
H3 OTHER (Corttlmtm in A«m*arJr.>>
X> HOT COMPLETE - BLOCKS CIRCUMSCRIBED BT HEAVY BLACK LIME ARE FOR OIS IHTERHAL USE OHLT
• NAME La.a.r-1- ,Tmi~Mt<t6\*> (L+ml >•
OTHER names UICO OP KNOWN «v (Can tinue in HmmmfklT
iO date or bp>tv. rr-W-O) 12 FOPMCR SERVICK Na u IE PB ,72-731 PC (74-75) CR (77-7BI
I* PLACE OF R.IRTM (C t tj. Stmt, IS SERVICE IS PANK/PATE/CRAOE
i 7 LOCAL FILES:
^] »tRSONNCL [_
I
RASE/MH.ITARY POLICE. Q] MEDIC A L. . | | SECURITY ,
WERE REVtCRO ON *Nft »(v[t|.CO.
(Dmm)
~~j NO UNPAVOK-ILI INFORMATION
| UNFAVORABLE INFORMATION SUMMARIZED IN "PEMAPKS" BELOW
OIS NON-ACCEPTANCE STAMP
S HISTORY OF OOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT CURRENT MILITARY SERVICE
INDICATED ON ATTACHED PERSONAL. HISTORY FORM IS
j ]
CORRECT
7*; PARTIALLY CORRCCT f~lc OULD NOT It VERIFIEO- (II Othmr than
correct > c/»*c*-»<j mxplam m rmmmrni.)
S PRIOR INVESTIGATION:
If I'm. rmttmct typm. wfip
I NO i UNKNOWN
ana Him No.)
20 remarks: fUme Continuation Shmmlm m k*<?uirma>




REFER TO THIS CASE BY "NAME-SSN-CCN*
OIS CLOSING STAMP
21 CNCL09UNCI9) 22 AUTHORIZED •
(Sl0ftmturm)
fTy^m Name. Tittm and Telephone Number) REFER T THIS CASE BY "N AME-SSN-CCN'
DD.SMI79 REPLACES DD FORM 1879 (TEST) 1 SEP 72, WHICH IS 08S01.fc.TE. S/N 0102-L.F-068-0100
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APPENDIX G (cont'd)
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING DD FORM 1879
1 GENERAL
DO Form 1879 is the only form luihomrt lot use m rrgunnni personnel security M vesliganons lit uif is restricted to actions involving individuals and il will
not be wM to request investigations or impersonal suoiects unciaerit* events or organizational or complaint type investigation!
b Distribution Thf original and two carbon copies of the DD Form 1879 aid be torwarded to the Defense Investigative Service iDIS) address reflected on the front
of the form
C Enclosure* The following documents must accompany each initial request lor invest igat MM and each request for a bring-up investigation
(1) Military and Civilian Personnel Other than DISCO
DD Form JO*, Bl and SBI Original and 4 typed copies using black carport paper
FD Form 2S8 - Bl and SBI One signed copy
DD Form 1S84 Bl and SBI - Origtnal and 3 copiea fully completed on the Subiect
DD Form 1S84 - SBI only - Original and 3 copiea completed through item b on Subiect's spouse and former spvuaets)
DD Form IS84 - SBI only - Original and 3 copies completed Ihrougn item b on each member of Subiect s immediate family who is an alien, immigrant alien or
naturalized US citizen. 18 veers ol age or older regardless oi wnether or not the individual is currently residing in the US ' 'wmedjate fsrai'v includes child-
ren by turth. adoption, cr mnrrioq/a; nmiurmi aooored. /oarer or aieppneenra. brorhers ano aiarera by birlh •oopiion or remarriage ol erffter parent I
(2) DISCO Personnel Same •• (I) above eicept that DD Form 49 is substituted for DO Form 398
d Tne same DD Form 1879 will not be reused to request additional investigation on a Subiect alter tht DIS hat mdicsted that tha investigative action nsa been com-
pleted. II the requester determines that tne investigative resuita are inadequate lor the sction con tempts tad s new DD Form 1879 must be submitted it is imperative that
identifying data concerning (he Subiect be accurately transenped to the new DD Form 1879 Spelling of names date and piece of birth, and all serial/social security num-
bers muai be double cnecaed State specifically, m item 20. the additional investigation desired and substantiate the requirements lor such investigation.
2 DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS
a. Item 1 Enter the designation and sodres s. to include zip code, of the headquarters, unit, or activity submitting tha request for investigation
b Item I Enter the Unit Idem if ic attan Coda lUlC) or Personnel Accounting System (PAS) coda aeaignod by the Military Services to tfte headquarters, unit, or activity
••omitting the request for investigation
c. Item 3 To be used by the requester (or ila latomol filing system
d- (torn 4 Enter the data tha requester dispatches the request Iorm
a. Item 5 Chech onlv ona bloc* Requester* smo required an expanded background investigation (EBI) prior to the establishment of DIS will check the special back-
ground inveatigntion (SBI) block Limited inquiry will be cnecked when the requeater deaires etponsion of a National Agency Check or other heated investigation not
specifically reloted to clearance action Requesters requiring additional investigation will chock tha "Other" block and tn itam 6 after "Other", indicate "Added
Coverage
f hem 6
(1) If the reason for the investigation is to grant occese to classified information the first block in Ihia item must be checked, aad the highest degree of access
indicated by Lining out tha other degrees
(2) When the requested investigation is lor access to CONFIDENTIAL or SECRET informal ion. one of the subserjueni blocks tn this itrm must be checked as addi-
tional lustificanon for conducting the investigation For example, a background investigation for access to CONFIDENTIAL or SECRET information is not normally
required However a background investigation lor access to CONFIDENTIAL or SECRET information is conducted (or certain nuclear weapon positions, snd slso when
there is an immigrant alien clearance requirement
(3) If there are additional reasons for requesting an investigation lor access to TOP SECRET information, then the aoerooriate additional blocks in this item must be
checked For example if Subiect is to be given access to sensitive compsnmented information or will be engaged in Presidential Support activities the tirsM block of this
item will be checked with the words CONFIDENTIAL and SECRET lined out. and the appropriaio block for sensitive compsrimeoted information or Presidential Support will
aloe be checked
(4) If the block marked "Other" is chocked, specify is tba apace provided, or in item 20 the esact reason for the investigation
g. hem 7 •Remm remr'rs roi Complete thia block own though the information mav be the same aa that contained in item 1 Tha resuita of an investigation on a Subiact
who is the commanding officer or who is tha authority to grant security clearance anil be provided to the next senior tn the chain of command for the Subiect
THE ENTRIES IN ITEMS 8 THRU 16 ARE THE ITEMS OF INFORMATION WHICH WILL BE USED FOR ENTRIES IN THE DEFENSE CENTRAL INDEX OF INVESTI-
GATIONS (DC1I). THEREFORE. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THEY BE COMPLETELY ACCURATE
b Item 6 The Subiect's noma mill b* entered m the following order Last noose, first noma, middle name, with the 'oaf tarns onlf in capital letters
i- Item 9 Each name entered will be identified aa to type. e.g.
Nee BLACK Virginia Jean
Also Known Aa (AKA) BLACK. Rooen Joseph Mrs
Ahas - SCHWARTZ Jinny
I
Item 10 Enter date oi birth in order of year, month an- -fay. Do not use numerical code for month, spall oat using stsndsrd abbreviation (eg. Ian. Feb. etc) Cite
complete year (I9si) Example 1906 Jan 14
k. Itam 11 Enter social security number Include dashes
I. Item 12 If Subiect is military or farmer military, cater all previous service numbers,
m. Item 13 Enter "M" for mala or "F" for female.
a. Item 14 For those Subtects born in the United Stales. list the city and state In cone of foreign birth, hat the city and the political division of the country which
dtlTarwntintos cities of tba same name aad country, eg.. Oberarsel/taoaas, Heaoe. Germany
o hem IS Enter DoD componant with which Subiect of the investigation is affiliated (USA. USN. USAF. NSA. DIA. DSA. etc T
p Ham 16. Enter grade for military personnel <0-l. E-2. etc.); for DoD civilian employees enter pny scsle (GS-1. WB-1. etc ). for tadustnal personnel eater "Civ",
q. Item 17 The review of local files will be indicated bv checks in the applicable blocks if unfavorable informaiion is developed, summarize it in item 20 If there is
evidence of post or present mental or nervous disorder or emotional instability . out forth full detail* to item 20 If no records were reviewed, indicate the reason they were
not reviewed in item 20 and Bute whore the records see located
r. Item 18 Verification, partial verification or aoo-verificotioo of US Government employment or current military service will be indicated by s check in ihe appropriate
block. The DIS will not verify US Government employment or current military service when the requester indicates that it has been verified as listed on the personal history
form. If the requester indicates that US Government employment or currant military service has not been verified or has been only partially verified, the DIS will accomplish
fall verification
s. Item 19. Enter information as to types of any previous investigate* „ dates thereof, file numbers and agencies conducting the lavestigstiono. If unknown so state
t. Item 20. Enter information necessary to clarify entries in preceding noma and to list additional names whan there is insufficient space in item 9 Indicate ia this item
•tn specific additional investigation is required e/hen submitting a request for additional investigation This item may bo com ineed on plain bond paper
a. Itam 21 Enter the number ami identification of enclosures
v. Itam 22 < Authorized By) Under no circumstances will sn individual request his own inrwnligation. Any request for investigation on a commanding officer or other




Guide List of Typical Minor Traffic Uffenses
Slocking or retaroiny traffic
Careless driving
Crossing yellow line; driving left of
center
Disobeying traffic lights, signs, or
si gnals
Driving uninsurec venicle
Driving witn expirea plates or witnout
plates
Driving without license or with
suspended or revoxed license
Driving without registration or with
-improper registration
Driving wrong way on one-way street
Failure to comply witn officer's
ai recti ves
Failure to nave vemcle unoer control
Failure to Keep to rignt or in line
Failure to signal
Failure to stop for or yield to
pedestrian
Failure to suomit report following
accident
Failure to yield right -of -way
Faulty equipment (defective exhaust,
norn, ligntS, mirror, muffler, signal
device, steering device, tailpipe, or
winashield wipers
,
Fol 1 owi ny too closely
Improper backing; Packing into
intersection or nignway; oacxing on
expressway; oacxing over crosswaW
Improper plowing of norn
Improper par<ing (restricted area, fire
nydrant, oouole parking)
Improper passing: passing on rignt, in
no-passing zone; passing parked scnool
Dus; pedestrian in crosswalk (wnen not
treated as reckless driving)
Improper turn
Invalid or unofficial inspection sticker;
failure to display inspection sticxer
Leaving xey in ignition
License plates improperly displayed or
not displayed
Operating overloaded vemcle
Kacmg, dragging, contest for speed (wnen
not treated as reckless driving)
speeding (wnen not treated as -"ecxless
an ving
j
Spinning wneels; imoroper start;
zigzagging or weaving in traffic (wnen
not treated as recxless driving)
Note: It would be impractical to prepare an al 1 -1 nclusi ve list of minor traffic
ofrenses valid for all states. Tne aoove list is intended as a guide. Uffenses or a
similar nature and traffic offenses treated as minor Dy local law enforcement agencies
snouid oe treated as minor.
Source: Fincincs and Recommendations of tne Studv urouu on M oral btancarcs.
«asmngton, j, uAiJ (Manpower j , l*oo.
Source: Means, Moral Standards for Military Enlistment :
Screening Procedures and Impact , HumRRO, 1983
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APPENDIX H (cont'd)
Guide List of Minor Nontrafflc Offenses
Abusive language under circumstances to Malicious miscnief: paintiny water
provoke Dreacn of peace tower, throwing water-filled Dal loons,
tnrowing rocKS on hignway, throwing
Carrying concealed weapon (other than missiles at atnletic contests, or
firearm); possession of brass Knuckles throwing oojects at -vehicle
Curfew violaion Nuisance, committing
Discharging firearm tnrougn carelessness Poacmng
Jiscnarginy firearm within municipal Possession of cigarettes Dy minor
i lmi ts
Possession of inaecent publications or
Jisooeying summons pictures
Disoraerly conauct; creating aisturDance; Purcnase, possession, or consumption of
boisterous conauct alconolic Deverayes by minor
Disturbing peace Kemoving prooe^ty unaer lien




Shooting on public road
Simple assault
Throwing glass or other material in roao
Illegal betting or gambling; operating
Illegal nanaoook, raffle, lottery, Trespass to prooerty
puncn boara; matcning cockfight
Unlawful assembly
Juvenile non-criminal misconduct: beyond
parental control, incorrigible, using or wearing unlawful emblem
runaway, truant, or wayward
Killing domestic animal
Vandalism: injuring or defacing public
Liquor: unlawful manufacture, sale, or property or property of another;
possession, or consumption in public snooting out streetliynts
place
Drunic in public; drunn and disorderly
Dumping refuse near hignway




Violation of fireworns law
Violation of fisn ano game laws
Hote: It would De impractical to Drepare an all-inclusive list of minor nontraffic
offenses valid for all states. The aoove list is intended as a yuioe. Offenses of a
similar nature snould be treated as minor offenses. In doubtful cases, the following
rule snould De appiieo: if tne maximum confinement unoer local law is four months or
less, tne offense snould De treated as minor.
Source: Findings and ^ecommenoati ons of the Study ^rcuo on M o>-al Standards ,





Guide List of Felonies
Aggravated assault; assault with
dangerous weapon; assault intentionally
inflicting great bodily narm; assault
witn intent to commit felony
Arson
Attempt to commit felony
oreaxiny and entenny witn intent to
commit felony
Ari Dery
Carnal Knowledge of female unaer 16
Cattle rustling
Check, worthless, making or uttenny,
with intent to defraud or deceive
'.over S1UU)
Conspiring to commit felony
Criminal libel
Extortion
rorge ry; Knowingly uttering or passing
forged instrument
Graft
Grand larceny; embezzlement (value over
$100)
Housebreaking




Mail matter: abstracting, destroying,
obstructing, opening, secreting,
stealing, or taking






Narcotics or haoit forming druys:
wrongful possession, use, or sale
Panoeri ng
Perjury, subornation of perjury






Sedition; solicitation to commit sedition
Sodomy
Stolen property. Knowingly receiving
(value over SluU)
Note: It would be impractical to prepare an all-inclusive list of felonies valid for
all states. Tne aoove list is intenaed as a yuide. Offenses of comoaraole senouness
snoulo be treated as felonies. In doubtful cases, the following rule snould be
applied: if tne maximum confinement unoer local law exceeds one year, the offense
snoulo oe treated as a felony.
Source: Findings anc Kecomroenoati ons of tne Study broup on Moral Stanaaros .





Guide List of (Nonminor) Misdemeanors
Adultery Petty larceny (value Sluu or less);
stealing huo caps; snoplifting
Assault consummated Dy battery
Si gamy
breaking and entering venicle
Kecxless driving
Kesisting arrest
belling or leasing weapons to minor
Cnecx, worthless, mamng or uttering,
with intent to defraud or aecei ve Slanaer
(S1UU or less
)
Stolen property, Knowingly receiving
Conspiring to commit misdemeanor lvalue SlJU or less)
Contributing to delinquency of minor Suffrage rights, interference witn
Desecration of grave Unlawful carrying of firearms; carrying
conceaieo firearm
Uriving wnile drugged or intoxicated
Unlawful entry
Failure to stop and render aid after
accident Unlawful use of long-distance teiepnone
lines
Indecent exposure
Use of telephone to aouse, annoy, narass,
Inoecent, insulting, or oDscene language tnreaten, or torment another
communicated to a female directly or Dy
teiepnone Using ooat without owner's consent
Leaving oeao animal wilfully oiscnarging firearm so as to
endanger life; snooting in puDlic place
Leaving scene of accident (hit and run)
Wrongful appropriation of motor vehicle;
Lootiny joyriding; driving motor vemcle
without owner s consenta
Negligent homicide
dThis group of motor venicle offenses, and offenses of comparaDle nature ano seriousness
Out variously descnoed (auto theft, auto larceny, etc.;, comorises the 'ami liar case
Wote: It would De impractical to prepare an all-inclusive list of nonminor
misdemeanors valid for all states. The above list is intended as a guide. Uffenses
of a comparaDle seriousness snoulo be treated as non-minor misdemeanors. In aouotful
cases, the following rule should be applied: if the maximum confinement jnoer local
law exceeds four months but does not exceed one year, the offense snoulo be treated as
a non-minor misdemeanor.
Source: Fingincs ano ><ecomrT^enaat^: ons Jf the Study Group on vpral Stancarcs .
aasmngton, j.u. : unjj ilanoower j , ^cc.
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APPENDIX I
SUMMARY OF PUNITIVE ARTICLES, UCMJ
ARTICLE 82 SOLICITATION
<a) Any person subject to this article who solicits or
advises another or others to desert or mutiny.
<b) Any person subject to this article who solicits or
advises another or others to commit an act o-f
misbehavior be-fore the enemy or sedition.
ARTICLE 86 ABSENCE WITHOUT LEAVE
Any member of the armed -forces who, without authority
—
(1) -fails to go to his appointed place o-f duty at the
time prescribed;
(2) goes -from that place; or
(3) absents himsel-f or remains absent -from his unit,
organization, or place o-f duty at which he is
required to be at the time prescribed.
ARTICLE 87 MISSING MOVEMENT
Any person subject to this article who through neglect or
design misses the movement o-f a ship, aircraft, or unit
with which he is required in the course o-f duty to move.
ARTICLE 8? DISRESPECT TOWARD SUPERIOR COMMISSIONED OFFICER
Any person subject to this article who behaves with
disrespect toward his superior commissioned officer.
ARTICLE 90 ASSAULTING OR WILLFULLY DISOBEYING SUPERIOR
COMMISSIONED OFFICER
Any person subject to this article who
—
(1) strikes his superior commissioned officer or draws
or lifts up any weapon or offers any violence
against him while he is in the execution of his
office; or
1 09
(2) will -fully disobeys a law-ful command o-f his superior
commissioned o-f-ficer.
ARTICLE 91 INSUBORDINATE CONDUCT TOWARD WARRANT OFFICER,
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER, OR PETTY OFFICER
Any warrant o-f-ficer or enlisted member who
—
(1) strikes or assaults a warrant o-f-ficer, non-commis-
sioned o-f-ficer, or petty officer while that o-f-ficer
in in the execution o-f his office;
(2) will -fully disobeys the law-ful order o-f a warrant
o-f-ficer, noncommissioned officer, or petty o-f-ficer;
or
(3) treats with contempt or is disrespect-f ul in language
or deportment toward a warrant o-f-ficer, non-commis-
sioned o-f-ficer, or petty o-f-ficer while that o-f-ficer
is in the execution o-f his o-f -f ice.
ARTICLE 92 FAILURE TO OBEY ORDER OR REGULATION
Any person subject to this article who
—
(1) violates or -fails to obey any law-ful general order
or regulation;
(2) having knowledge o-f any other law-ful order issued by
a member o-f the armed -forces, which it is his duty
to obey, -fails to obey the order; or
(3) is derelict in the performance o-f his duties.
ARTICLE 95 RESISTANCE, BREACH OF 'ARREST, AND ESCAPE
Any person subject to this article who resists
apprehension or breaks arrest or who escapes -from custody
or confinement.
ARTICLE 108 MILITARY PROPERTY OF UNITED STATES—LOSS,
DAMAGE, DESTRUCTION, OR WRONGFUL DISPOSITION
Any person subject to this article who, without proper
authori ty
—
(1) sells or otherwise disposes o-f;
i l o
(2) will -fully or through neglect damages, destroys, or
loses; or
<3) will-fully or through neglect suffers to be lost,
damaged, destroyed, sold, or wrong-fully disposed o-f
any military property o-f the United States.
ARTICLE 109 PROPERTY OTHER THAN MILITARY PROPERTY OF UNITED
STATES—WASTE, SPOILAGE, OR DESTRUCTION
Any person subject to this article who will-fully or
recklessly wastes, spoils, or otherwise will-fully and
wrong-fully destroys or damages any property other than
military property o-f the United States.
ARTICLE 116 RIOT OR BREACH OF PEACE
Any person subject to this article who causes or
participates in any riot or breach o-f peace.
ARTICLE 117 PROVOKING SPEECHES OR GESTURES
Any person subject to this article who uses provoking or
reproachful words or gestures towards any other person
subject to this article.
ARTICLE .121 LARCENY AND WRONGFUL APPROPRIATION
(a) Any person subject to this article who wrong-fully
takes, obtains, or withholds, by any means, from the
111
possession o-f the owner or of any other person any
money, personal property, or article o-f value o-f any
kind
—
(1) with intent permanently to deprive or defraud
another person o-f the use and benefit o-f property or
to appropriate it to his own use or the use of any
person other than the owner, steals that property
and is guilty o-f larceny; or
(2) with intent temporarily to deprive or de-fraud
another person o-f the use and bene-fit o-f property or
to appropriate it to his own use or the use o-f any
person other than the owner, is guilty or wrongful
appropri at ion.
(b) Any person found guilty of larceny or wrongful
appropriation shall be punished as a court—martial
may direct.
ARTICLE 12B ASSAULT
(a) Any person subject to this article who attempts or
offers with unlawful force or violence to do bodily
harm to another person, whether or not the attempt
or offer is consummated, is guilty of assault and
shall be punished as a court—martial may direct.
(b) Any person subject to this article who
—
<1) commits an assault with a dangerous weapon or other
means or force likely to produce death or grievous
bodily harm; or
(2) commits an assault and intentionally inflicts
grievous bodily harm with or without a weapon is
guilty of aggravated assault.
ARTICLE 134 GENERAL ARTICLE
Though not specifically mentioned in this article, all
disorders and neglects to the prejudice of good order and
discipline in the armed forces, all conduct of a nature to
bring discredit upon the armed farces, and crimes and
offenses not capital, of which persons subject to this
article may be guilty, shall be taken cognisance of by a
general, special or summary court—martial , according to
the nature and degree of the offense, and shall be
punished at the discretion of that court.
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